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Global leader in cables
As the worldwide leader in the cable industry, Nexans provides cabling 
solutions for the Infrastructure, Industry, Building and Local Area Network 
(LAN) markets. The Energy and Transportation markets are at the core of 
Nexans’ development.
Employing a total of 22,700 people, the Group has production facilities 
in 39 countries and a sales presence that spans the globe. Its offering 
covers the entire value chain – including research, design, manufacturing, 
installation, training, and network supervision and control – and is unique in 
terms of its range and complementary mix as well as the array of available 
related services.  
With its technological leadership, global expertise and local presence, Nexans 
operates around the world to satisfy essential needs while maintaining the 
highest levels of performance, safety, and respect for the environment. 
Nexans is listed on NYSE Euronext Paris.

Nexans joined the UN Global Compact in December 
2008, highlighting the Group’s commitment to support 
and implement ten universally-accepted principles in  
the areas of human rights, labor, environment and  
anti-corruption. 
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” We held firm 
and continued 
to invest  
for the future.“ 

Frédéric Vincent // 
Chairman and CEO



Interview
What significant events  
took place in 2009?

First off, the economic crisis ended up  
being much worse than we had anticipated.  
We expected sales to decrease 5% to 10%. 
they were down 17% like-for-like in 2009, 
yet we still achieved our objective of a 6% 
operating margin.
there was also a change in nexans’ 
leadership for the first time since  
the company was founded ten years ago.  
the transition was planned some time ago 
and was gradual. this change in corporate 
governance was handled flawlessly, and  
we have Gérard Hauser to thank for that.  
nonetheless, it does represent a real change. 
nexans has become much more 
international. In today’s changing 
environment, we have to be more 
responsive. thus, I have put in place a 
more tightly-knit, collegial organization, 
with three people working in close 
collaboration with me. We are a very 
complementary team. At the same time, 
new members have joined the executive 
Committee, which has been expanded  
and has also become more international.
Finally, the Group has solidified and 
strengthened its financial position.  
We issued 212 million euros in convertible 
bonds on reasonable terms, giving us  
even more flexibility. And, of course,  
Fonds Stratégique d’Investissement 
acquired an interest in nexans to support 
the Group’s development over the 
long term, as did Madeco – our largest 
shareholder.

How did you react  
to the economic crisis?

We held firm and battened down  
the hatches; we stayed the course and 
continued to invest for the future.
We stepped up our plans to scale 
back operations. plants in Germany, 
France and Canada were closed or 
are in the process of being closed. 
nexans has handled this restructuring 
very responsibly. We are using all the 

resources available so that no one  
is faced with finding a job alone.
production levels have been adapted  
to the economic context, reflecting lower 
demand in the automotive industry, 
automated systems for industry and the 
building sector. We have done everything 
we can to manage our resources the best  
way possible. thanks to a concerted effort 
by our teams across all departments and at 
all levels, our decrease in working capital  
more than offset the fall in business revenue. 
We also continued to pursue our cross-
functional streamlining plans. the nexans 
excellence Way industrial performance 
program was launched in June.  
Our results in terms of workplace  
safety have improved significantly.  
Over 4,500 employees attended sessions 
at the nexans university – our campus  
that is dedicated to knowledge sharing  
and best practices.
We also increased our R&D investments, 
generating a record number of patent filings.

What’s in store for the future?

It is hard to predict for the short term. 
But distributors will not be reducing their 
inventories anymore; there are fewer 
restrictions on financing projects;  
and there is growth in China, India  
and Brazil. the needs in terms of energy, 
transportation and infrastructures are  
huge, and most stimulus plans provide  
for major investments in these areas.  
the majority of our business is related 
to energy production, transmission and 
distribution. We are also well placed  
in transport and transport infrastructure.  
When our new plants are up and running 
in India and Qatar, we will have a 
worldwide manufacturing base to serve our 
customers – who are ever more globalized 
and hail from both developed and 
emerging countries. these strengths are 
unique in our industry. We are confident 
about the future, and that is why we are 
proposing a resolution at the Annual 
Shareholders’ Meeting to pay a dividend  
of one euro per share for 2009.

What is your strategic plan?

We are focusing on four areas. We are 
capitalizing on the sectors and segments 
where our expertise and solutions already 
stand out. Our capacity to offer innovative 
solutions in all areas accentuates  
our leadership position.
We are strengthening our competitive edge 
and our expertise in highly competitive 
markets such as the building market and 
the industrial applications market.
We are making customer satisfaction a key 
priority. We strive to meet all their needs,  
no matter how big or small. We are 
expanding our offering, and we are 
strengthening our collaboration with  
our customers to work together and create 
added value that we can share.
We are tapping into the Group’s wealth  
of expertise and resources. nexans is  
much more than the sum of its plants,  
its subsidiaries and its countries. We have 
created a team dynamic to raise this 
collective value, because a company is first 
and foremost a common project.
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At the close of the Annual Shareholders’ Meeting held on May 26, 2009, Frédéric Vincent replaced Gérard Hauser as 
Chairman and CEO of Nexans. The handover brought an end to a transition process initiated in 2006, when Frédéric Vincent 
was appointed Chief Operating Officer. 

Management

A //  Frédéric Vincent 

Chairman  
and CEO

C //  Pascal Portevin 

Senior Corporate 
Executive Vice President 
in charge of commercial 
and innovation policies*

B //  Frédéric Michelland  

Chief Financial Officer,  
Senior Corporate 
Executive  
Vice President

D //  Yvon Raak  

Senior Corporate 
Executive  
Vice President, 
in charge of 
industrial and 
logistics policies**

E //  Nicholas Ballas  

Executive  
Vice President,  
Asia-Pacific Area

F //  Wolfgang Bedorf  

Executive  
Vice President, 
Middle East, Russia 
and Africa Area 
(MERA)

H //  William English  

Executive  
Vice President, 
Northern Europe 
Area

G //  Norbert Bluthé   

Executive  
Vice President,  
Western Europe Area -  
Country Manager, 
France.

I //  Stephen Hall   

Executive  
Vice President,  
North America Area

J //  Francis Krähenbühl   

Executive  
Vice President, 
Central Europe Area

L //  Patrick Noonan   

General Counsel, 
Senior Corporate 
Vice President, 
General Secretary

K //  Jean-Claude Nicolas    

Senior Corporate 
Vice President, 
Communications

M //  Jorge Tagle    

Executive  
Vice President, 
South America Area

N //  Jacques Villemur  

Senior Corporate  
Vice President,  
Human Resources

The Management Committee
This Committee is chaired by the Chairman and CEO and 
includes three other members – Senior Corporate Executive 
Vice Presidents respectively in charge of: administration and 
finances, commercial and innovation policies, and industrial 
and logistics management. 
The Management Committee was created on June 1, 2009,  
and it manages the Group, defines and directs its corporate  
strategy in a context requiring a high degree of responsiveness.

The Executive Committee
This Committee comprises the members of the Management 
Committee, the Head of Human Resources, the Corporate 
Secretary/General Counsel, the Head of Communications 
and the seven Area Executive Vice Presidents. The role of the 
Executive Committee is to reflect on and discuss the challenges 
facing the Group. Eight of the fourteen members joined the 
Committee within the last two years. Seven have a nationality 
other than French. 

*Responsible for the Middle East, Russia and Africa, Asia-Pacific, North America and South America Areas.
** Responsible for Western Europe, Northern Europe and Central Europe Areas.

G I H D B K J C L N F E MA
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*Independent directors.
** Following the death of Jean-Louis Gerondeau at the end of November 2009, the Board of Directors appointed Jacques Garaïalde to replace Mr. Gerondeau on January 13, 2010.

A //  Frédéric Vincent 

Chairman and CEO

E //  Jérôme Gallot* 

Director

I //  Guillermo Luksic Craig* 

Director

B //  Gianpaolo Caccini* 

Director

F //  Jacques Garaïalde* 

Director

J //  François Polge de Combret 

Director

D //  Georges Chodron de Courcel 

Director

H //  Colette Lewiner* 

Director

L //  Nicolas de Tavernost* 

Director

C //  Jean-Marie Chevalier* 

Director

G //  Gérard Hauser 

Director

K //  Ervin Rosenberg 

Director

The Board 
of Directors
The Board of Directors establishes the strategic plans for the Group’s business and oversees the implementation of these plans.  
At December 31, 2009, the Board of Directors comprised 12 members, including seven independent directors.  
Directors hold office for a four-year term, which may be renewed. 

The Accounts and Audit Committee
Georges Chodron de Courcel (Committee Chairman)  
Jérôme Gallot  
Jean-Louis Gerondeau**

The Appointments and Compensation Committee
Jérôme Gallot (Committee Chairman) 
Gianpaolo Caccini
François Polge de Combret

For detailed  
bios go to:  
www.nexans.com

Committees of the Board of Directors in 2009

I G J K A D H F E B CL
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Solid
strengths 

Structurally buoyant markets  

nexans’ markets offer significant prospects 
for growth. population trends, urbanization, 
globalization, the industrialization of emerging 
countries and the explosion in Internet traffic all 
mean a greater need for energy, infrastructure, 
transportation, equipment and buildings  
that will all sustain demand for cables over  
the long term.

Customer-focused worldwide

With research and production facilities on five 
continents, a marketing network that spans 
the globe and an efficient international supply 
chain, nexans meets national and international 
standards, develops a competitive offering 
and provides customized services that create 
value. the Group offers its clients a high level 
of expertise, innovation, quality and service 
throughout the world.

Infrastructure
  Overhead, 
underground and 
submarine electricity 
transmission and 
distribution networks  

  Rail and motorway 
networks and tunnels

 Ports and airports  

  Telecommunication 
networks 

Industry
  Oil & gas, nuclear  
power and electrical  
power plants

  Wind, solar and  
biomass power

  Railway rolling  
stock, shipbuilding, 
aeronautics and the 
automotive sector  

  Material handling 
equipment  

  Automated systems  
for industry  
and electronics
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trains, metros, railway equipment, the automotive 
industry, shipbuilding, port facilities, aeronautics 
and airports.

*World energy Outlook, Dec. 2009.

The leader in tomorrow’s 
technology

nexans offers advanced solutions for the most 
demanding environments and the most complex 
applications. nexans helps make energy 
networks more reliable and more energy efficient. 
the Group is helping promote the growth of 
renewable energy and is the leader in cutting-edge 
technology such as superconductivity and ultra 
high-speed data transmission.

Energy and transportation  
drive growth

the majority of the Group’s business is related to 
energy production, transmission and distribution. 
Based on projections from the International 
energy Agency, it will take an investment of  
an average of 1,100 billion dollars per year  
from now to 2030* to meet worldwide demand. 
One-half of this amount will be spent on 
electricity, and 50% of the total investments  
will be made in developing countries. networks,  
oil & gas, nuclear, wind and solar power – 
nexans holds key positions in these markets. 
And as for energy, mobility also goes hand in 
hand with development. nexans operates in all 
areas of transport and transport infrastructure: 

Building
  Factories  
and logistics centers 

  Offices, hotels,  
exhibition centers  
and shopping malls 

  Sports, cultural, 
educational, social  
and medical facilities

  Individual and collective 
housing

Local Area 
Networks (LAN) 

 Data centers 

  Business networks, banks, 
universities and hospitals 

 Supervision and security
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22,700 employees
Approximately 100 plants  
39 countries
9 competence centers
1 international research 
center

North America
Canada
Mexico
United States

South America
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Peru

Innovation

nexans has strengthened its focus on R&D efforts 
to emphasize its position as a technological 
leader, offer its customers more services,  
create added value, and help customers find 
long-term solutions to issues related to energy, 
the environment and security. In 2009, the Group 
filed over 60 patents and introduced creative and 
innovative technological advances to the market.

Growth

nexans is investing, creating partnerships and 
solidifying its capacities and its teams to establish 
a strong foothold in emerging countries and help 
drive growth over the long term. the key focus is 
on energy and transportation. In 2009, nexans 
strengthened its R&D center in South Korea, 
began operations at a plant in Russia, increased 
its production capacities in China and Australia, 
and broke ground on plants in Qatar and India.

Efficiency

nexans has adapted its manufacturing 
operations and implements best practices so that 
it can be more flexible and competitive, improve 
its customer service rate, reduce its working 
capital requirements and optimize its investments. 
In mid-2009, the Group launched its nexans 
excellence Way operational performance 
program in six pilot plants across six countries. 
the program will be rolled out at all its sites  
by 2012.

Commitment

nexans encourages its employees to make  
a difference in terms of workplace safety, training,  
respect for the environment, ethics and solidarity. 
the Group’s strategy emphasizes responsibility 
and long-term performance. the CSR* Committee,  
set up in 2009, defines the Group’s sustainable 
development strategy and draws on two 
specialized committees – the Governance  
& Social Affairs Committee and the environment 
& products Committee – to direct its projects.

* Corporate Social Responsibility.
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Middle East, 
Russia  
and Africa
Egypt
Ghana
Lebanon
Morocco
Nigeria
Russia
Turkey

Europe
Belgium
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Lithuania
Norway

Poland
Romania
Slovak Republic
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom 

Asia-Pacific
Australia
China
India
Japan
New Zealand
South Korea
Vietnam 

A responsive strategy
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Sales at current  
non-ferrous metal prices 
(in millions of euros)

Sales at constant  
non-ferrous metal prices 
(in millions of euros)

09

5,045

08

6,799

07

7,412

09

4,026

08

4,776

07

4,822

2009
key figures

Sales for 2009 at constant non-ferrous metal prices 
decreased by 16% compared with 2008. This is attributable 
to a decrease in business volume, impacted by the economic 
downturn and the continued, voluntary reduction in electrical 
wire sales, despite the full-year consolidation of businesses that 
were acquired in 2008.
Sales for 2009 at current non-ferrous metal prices fell by 26% 
as a result of the trends mentioned above, as well as average 
non-ferrous metal prices that were lower than in 2008.
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Electrical wires: 5%
-33% compared with 2008

Telecom cables: 10%
-20% compared with 2008

Power cables: 85%
-14% compared with 2008

North America: 10%
-27% compared with 2008

South America: 9%
+99% compared with 2008

Asia-Pacific: 12%
-7% compared with 2008

Middle East, Russia and Africa: 7%
-6% compared with 2008

Europe: 62%
-22% compared with 2008

North America: 11%
-38% compared with 2008

South America: 10%
+90% compared with 2008

Asia-Pacific: 9%
-36% compared with 2008

Middle East, Russia and Africa: 8%
-18% compared with 2008

Europe: 62%
-42% compared with 2008

2009 sales by business*

2009 operating margin  
by geographic area*

2009 sales  
by geographic area*

*At constant non-ferrous metal prices.

Operating margin on unallocated 
operations: - 52 million euros
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Operating margin 
(in millions of euros)

Operating margin at constant 
non-ferrous metal prices 
(in %)

09

241

08

427

07

409

Operating margin fell by 44% as a result of lower sales. The Group was able 
to maintain its operating margin at 6%, in line with forecasts, by focusing on 
profitability over volume and by significantly reducing its fixed costs.

Attributable net income  
(in millions of euros)

Net income for the year was slightly 
positive. This takes into account  
the 119 million euros in restructuring 
costs for measures taken over the year. 
Excluding non-recurring items,  
net recurring income stood at  
103 million euros.

0908

8.9%

07

8.5%

6%

0908

82

103*

8

195*

07

189

* Net recurring 
income
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09

1,918

08

1,617

07

1,758

09

141

08

536

07

290

Manufacturing capital 
expenditures 
(in millions of euros)

Despite the economic downturn  
in 2009, the Group maintained its 
investment plan for its priority markets. 
As a result, the level of manufacturing 
capital expenditures remained slightly 
higher than the level of depreciation, 
underscoring the Group’s commitment 
to continued growth.

Total equity 
(in millions of euros)

Total equity rose by nearly 300 million 
euros. This increase was primarily  
due to the remeasurement of metal  
and currency hedging instruments  
at fair value at the balance sheet  
date in accordance with IFRS.

Net debt 
(in millions of euros)

Consolidated net debt fell by nearly 
400 million euros, as a result of 
cash flow from operations and 
unprecedented efforts to scale  
down working capital requirements. 
Nexans’ financial position is thus  
very sound.

09

148

0807

174

192
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Nexans’ share price from January 1, 2009 to March 5, 2010

Stock market data 

The Nexans
share

Share price in euros (except ratios) 2009 2008 2007

High 59.31 92.03 131.71

low 26.12 36.34 82.69

end of year closing price 55.82 42.55 85.50

Change over the year 31.19% -50.20% -11.90%

Change in the SBF 120 over the year 23.73% -43.10% 0.30%

Change in the CAC 40 over the year 22.32% -47.10% -5.50%

Market capitalization at December 31(1) 1,563.68   1,188.70 2,195.50

Average daily trading volume(2) 228,532 320,774 236,127

number of shares issued at December 31 28,012,928 27,936,953 25,678,355

Share turnover(3) 0.82% 1.15% 0.92%

(1) In millions of euros.
(2) In number of shares.
(3) Daily average over the year.

  Volumes    SBF120    Nexans

20

40

60

80

100

1,200,000

1,500,000

900,000

600,000

300,000

euros

Number 
of shares 

traded

12/31/08 02/26/09 04/27/09 06/23/09 08/18/09 10/13/09 12/08/09 02/04/10
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Changes in capital in 2009 

Estimated ownership structure at December 31, 2009 In July 2009, the French Sovereign Fund 
(FSI) acquired an interest in Nexans, which 
now has two key shareholders to support 
its development over the long term –  
the Chile – based group Madeco and FSI.

Shares registered in the name of the same 
holder for at least two years carry double 
voting rights. When voting on resolutions 
at Shareholders’ Meetings, a shareholder 
with single voting rights may not exercise 
a number of voting rights representing 
more than 8% of the voting rights of all 
shareholders present or represented at  
the meeting concerned. If a shareholder  
is also entitled to double voting rights  
this limit is increased to 16% of the voting 
rights of all shareholders present or 
represented.

• Total number of shares: 28,012,928 
• Total number of voting rights: 28,415,600 
•  Estimated number of shareholders: 

approximately 60,000 

Number of shares at December 31, 2008 27,936,953

Cancelled shares -

new shares issued

- On exercise of stock options 75,975

Number of shares at December 31, 2009 28,012,928

Stock options 1,497,525

OCeAne 2013 and OCeAne 2016* 7,794,037

Number of fully diluted shares at December 31, 2009 37,304,490

Average number of shares in 2009 used to calculate: 

- Basic epS 27,974,134

- Fully-diluted epS 34,021,748

* nexans issued 212.6 million euros in bonds convertible into and/or exchangeable for new 
or existing shares (OCeAne 2016) in June 2009. this transaction, which was very well 
received, extends the average maturity of the debt, for which the first maturity date is during 
the fourth quarter of 2012. this bond issue will enable the Group to take advantage of 
opportunities that may arise in the cable sector as it is still not very concentrated.

Per share data 
2009 2008 restated(1) 2007

net assets(2) 66.98 56.59 67.0

Basic epS(3) 0.29 3.21 7.41

Diluted epS(4) 0.71 3.12 6.67

peR(5) - 17.39 11.54

net dividend(6) 1.0 2.0 2.0

Dividend yield(5) 1.8% 3.6% 2.3%

(1)  Restated to take into account the fair value adjustments made following completion 
of the initial accounting for Madeco cables and Intercond acquisitions.

(2)  equity excluding minority interests divided by the number of shares outstanding  
at December 31.

(3)  Based on the weighted average number of shares outstanding.
(4)  earnings per share if all convertible securities (warrants, convertible bonds, stock 

options, and rights) are exchanged for common shares, which would increase  
the number of shares.

(5)  Based on the December 31 share price.
(6)  2009 dividend proposed at the Annual Shareholders’ Meeting on May 25, 2010.

Net dividend   
(in euros)

* proposed at the Annual 
Shareholders’ Meeting 
on May 25, 2010 for 
distribution on the sixth 
trading day following  
the Annual Shareholders’ 
Meeting.

Nexans is listed on  
NYSE Euronext Paris (Compartment A)
• Deferred settlement service
• ISIN Code: FR0000044448
• Par value: 1 euro

Market capitalization
1,563.68 million euros at December 31, 2009

Average daily trading volume
228,532 shares in 2009

Indexes
SBF 120: 0.14% of the index at December 31, 2009

Nexans’ share price
from January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 (in euros)
In 2009, Nexans’ share price rose 31%, which is 
7 percentage points better than the SBF 120 index 
and 9 percentage points better than the CAC 40 
index.

Madeco group (Chile): 9.2%

French Sovereign Fund (FSI) 
(France): 5.1%

Other institutional shareholders:

UK and Ireland: 14.9%

Other European countries: 11.2%

Rest of the World: 0.6%

France: 13.4%

North America: 28.0%

Unidentified shareholders: 3.6%

Individual shareholders: 12.3% 

Institutional shareholders: 1.7%

08

2

09*

1

07

2
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Shareholder information

nexans strives to earn the trust of its shareholders  
through its financial communications.

A wide range of financial information

the Group publishes an Annual Report and 
a Registration Document as well as three 
Shareholders’ newsletters each year.  
All nexans’ shareholder information is available 
on the Group website at www.nexans.com, 
which has a Shareholder’s Corner under 
“Financial Information” on the home page.  
For a quick response to questions shareholders, 
you can contact us or send an e-mail to   
investor.relation@nexans.com.

Direct dialogue  

In 2009, nexans gave four presentations  
for the individual shareholders in toulouse, 
nantes, paris and lyon and organized a visit of 
its Bourg-en-Bresse plant, which manufactures 
medium – and high – voltage cables for energy 
network operators, transmission networks  
and installers.
Shareholders only have to own one share to 
become a member of the Shareholders’ Club 
and receive personalized information and 
invitations to special meetings and visits.

nexans also organized a number of information 
meetings for analysts and investors during  
the year.

Securities services  

Registered shares are not subject to custody fees, 
and may receive double voting rights after two 
years. they also allow the shareholder to receive 
invitations to the Group’s shareholder meetings 
and a personal mailing of information about  
the Company.
Investors wishing to purchase registered shares 
should contact their financial intermediary, 
who will then obtain the necessary registration 
documents from Société Générale, which is 
responsible for nexans’ securities services.

Société Générale 
32, rue du Champ de tir 
Bp 81236 – 44312 nantes Cedex 3, France 
tel. (France only): 0 825 820 000 –  
Fax: +33 (0)2 51 85 53 42

Contact

Investor Relations Department

Nexans – 8, rue du Général Foy –  
75008 paris, France

• Tel.: +33 (0)1 73 23 84 56

• Fax: +33 (0)1 73 23 86 39

• 
   toll-free number (in France only)

• E-mail: investor.relation@nexans.com

• Website: www.nexans.com

Shareholders’ calendar

•  April 22, 2010: First-quarter 2010 financial 
information

• May 25, 2010: Annual Shareholders’ Meeting

• June 2, 2010: payment of the dividend

•  July 28, 2010: 2010 half-year results 

Individual shareholders’ information 
meetings (1)

• March 31, 2010: Bordeaux

• May 31, 2010: Biarritz

• December 2, 2010 : Rennes

(1) these dates are subject to change.
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Corporate
governance
expertise, oversight and transparency are  
at the heart of the work of nexans’ Board of 
Directors, which strives to implement a top-notch  
corporate governance structure that it can 
continue to develop. At December 31, 2009, 
the Board had twelve members, including  
seven independent directors, all selected  
for their expertise and experience in industry, 
banking or consulting.

Operating procedures  
and assessment

the Board of Directors adopted Internal 
Regulations in 2003 that were amended 
on January 16, 2009 to incorporate the 
recommendations presented in the AFep/MeDeF  
Corporate Governance Code and then 
updated in February 2010. Applying these 
recommendations provides for stronger 
corporate governance practices and greater 
transparency with regard to the compensation  
of executive corporate officers. the Board’s 
Internal Regulations are available on  
the Group website at www.nexans.com.
Since 2003, an annual assessment of  
the Board’s operating procedures has been 
conducted by way of a detailed questionnaire 
sent to each director. In 2006 and 2009,  
an assessment was conducted with the help 
of specialized consultants who gave a positive 
assessment of the organization of the  
Board’s work.

2009 activities

the Board met eight times in 2009 with  
an average attendance rate of 88%.  
In particular, the Board adopted the Group’s 
2009-2011 strategic plan, reviewed external 
growth opportunities and restructuring projects 
and closed the annual accounts.

Committees of the Board

two advisory committees, each with three 
directors, assist the Board of Directors with  
its work and in preparing its decisions.
•  The Accounts and Audit Committee met six 

times in 2009. the Chief Financial Officer,  
the Head of Internal Audit and nexans’ 
Statutory Auditors were among those  
in attendance at some of its meetings.  
In particular, the Committee examined  
the interim and annual financial statements 
and monitored risk identification processes 
and risk management systems.

•  The Appointments and Compensation 
Committee met four times in 2009.  
In particular, the Committee examined  
the independence of directors and proposed 
the various components of compensation  
for executive corporate officers.

Compensation

•  The annual amount of directors’ fees was set 
at 600,000 euros by the Annual Shareholders’ 
Meeting held on May 26, 2009.  
On April 3, 2009, the methods for allocating 
the directors’ fees were revised by the Board 
of Directors. they include the calculation  
of a fixed portion and a variable portion 
based on the directors’ attendance at 
Board meetings and their participation on 
Committees. the amount of directors’ fees 
allocated for 2009 was 519,000 euros. 

•  The compensation paid to the Chairman  
and CeO and other members of the executive 
Committee comprises a fixed portion and 
a variable portion. the variable portion 
is calculated based, in part, on financial 
objectives. the remainder is based on  
an assessment of individual performance.
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Bolstering 
our position

Europe // p. 20
Defending margins and cutting costs

Middle East, Russia and Africa // p. 26
Primed to take advantage of the upturn 

North America   // p. 30
Battening down   the hatches

Nexans has proven itself as a responsive and resilient leader  
despite an economic crisis that was more severe than expected. 
The Group reached the objective that it set at the beginning of 
the year and achieved a 6% operating margin. This was despite 
a decline in its cable business (on an organic basis) of 17.2% – 
which was worse than expected. 
The Group boosted its leading position in the energy and 
transportation sectors, stepped up efforts to scale back its industrial 
base in Europe and North America, successfully integrated 
Madeco’s cable business in South America and continued to 
bolster its capacities in Asia, Africa and the Middle East.

For the purposes of comparison, the sales figures in this section have been calculated based on constant  
non-ferrous metal prices.
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North America   // p. 30
Battening down   the hatches

South America // p. 34
Promising integration outlook

Asia-Pacific // p. 38
Building up solid positions
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14,277 employees

17 countries  

2 Sales
2,501 million euros

Operating margin 
181 million euros

Defending margins and cutting costs

The Europe Area includes worldwide high-voltage terrestrial and 
submarine activities, umbilicals and worldwide power accessories 
activities. It accounts for 56% of the Group’s consolidated sales by 
origin and 49% based on the geographical location of customers 
as 22% of production for the Area is exported to other continents. 
Given the difficult economic climate for the building sector and 
segments related to the automotive industry, Nexans reduced its 
manufacturing base and its headcount to limit its exposure to the 
effects of the crisis on activities with short business cycles. Energy 
infrastructure, aeronautics and railway rolling stock held up well. 
At the end of the year, Nexans won a number of major contracts 
for offshore wind farm projects.

Europe
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New organization

the europe Area is now organized into three 
regions. each region includes countries and 
specialized activities that work in synergy.  
the goal of this new organization is to strengthen  
the link between countries, reduce the amount 
of time needed to make decisions and enhance 
manufacturing and industrial synergies. Western 
europe includes France, Spain and Benelux. 
Central europe covers Germany, eastern 
europe, Switzerland, Italy and Greece, as well 
as the harness manufacturers for the automotive 
and industrial sectors. northern europe includes 
the united Kingdom, norway, Sweden along 
with the other nordic countries and the Baltic 
States, power accessories, optical fiber cables 
and components, in addition to nCS (nexans 
Cabling Solutions), which specializes in local 
area networks (lAn).

High-voltage activities hold firm

While sales were down 7.6%, high-voltage 
cables maintained a double-digit operating 
margin in 2009. this market held up extremely 
well and boasted almost 40% growth in 2008.
Submarine cables and umbilicals accounted 
for 57% of high-voltage sales. these cables 
are manufactured by two plants that handle 
worldwide production: Halden in norway  
and tokyo Bay – a joint venture between  
nexans and Viscas in Japan.  
nexans took part in a number of large-scale 
projects in 2009, particularly in China and 
the Middle east. these projects involved 
submarine links from the mainland to islands or 
between countries, as well as offshore energy 

production. nexans also won other major 
contracts – umbilical cables for petrobras and 
Bp exploration & production, a direct electrical 
heating system for the Skarv oil and gas field 
subsea production pipeline in the norwegian 
Sea and several projects involving offshore wind 
power, a sector that offers significant growth 
prospects in europe. nexans will supply a total 
of over 200 million euros in cables for the lincs, 
Sheringham Shoal and london Array wind 
farms off the coast of the england, as well as 
the Belwind wind farm off the coast of Belgium. 
Business for high-voltage terrestrial cables was 
bolstered by upgrades to existing power link 
networks in europe, energy requirements arising 
as a result of urbanization, and industrialization 
in emerging countries. While the market has 
become more selective, especially in the Middle 
east, it is also becoming more active again,  
and nexans has an increasing number of smaller  
projects on its order book, particularly in Asia. 
the manufacturing base is structured around 
the production capacities of the Charleroi 
plant in Belgium, and production support is 
provided as needed by the sites in Hanover 
(Germany), Bourg-en-Bresse (France) and 
Cortaillod (Switzerland). nexans strengthened 
its manufacturing operations in 2009 by adding 
production capacities in egypt and Australia. 
the order book for high-voltage cable projects 
represents a total of 1.5 years of business. 

Mixed fortunes  
in medium-voltage cables

Sales for low- and medium-voltage cables 
dropped 13.3% like-for-like in 2009.  
In Germany, Italy, Switzerland and Spain,  
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the main national operators cut back on  
their investments.  
there was also a sharp decrease in demand  
in Finland, the Baltic States and Central europe 
where customer solvency was affected. 
In France, Belgium and Scandinavian countries, 
business with domestic operators remained 
robust. Following the storms that hit France  
at the beginning of the year, nexans moved 
into action to supply cables to eRDF (Electricité 
Réseau Distribution France) so that service  
could be reestablished for the networks  
in southwestern France. 
Sales for power accessories were down as  
a result of the downturn in certain european 
markets, such as Spain and countries in eastern 
european. Sales held firm in other countries, 

particularly in France. the product range 
has been expanded and now includes new 
applications, for example, for the wind power 
market and the railway market that offer  
new prospects for development.

Mixed results also  
for industrial cables

Sales for industrial cables decreased 28% like-
for-like in 2009. Cable and harness business 
for the automotive industry was significantly 
impacted by the crisis in the sector, especially 
during the first half of the year. Automated 
systems for industry were also affected as 
the automotive industry is one of the biggest 
customers in this segment.

the Group quickly cut back production capacity: 
two assembly plants were closed in the Czech 
Republic in addition to the Arad cable plant  
in Romania. Structural and capacity adjustments 
were made at several sites in Germany.  
nexans also began merging two subsidiaries 
specialized in manufacturing industrial cables: 
Intercond and Cabloswiss. this merger will 
make it possible to develop commercial  
and manufacturing synergies.
the slowdown in the petrochemicals and 
shipbuilding industries and the postponement 
of several oil & gas and wind power projects 
during the first half of the year have affected  
the workload of sites that focus on these  
markets in France and Germany.

Sales for cables for solar panels and nuclear 
power plants have progressed well.  
the demand has also been high for cables 
for the aeronautics industry, buoyed by new 
generation jumbo jets along with onboard 
entertainment systems and other equipment 
options. Airbus announced that it delivered  
a record 498 aircraft in 2009. 
Cables for railway rolling stock maintained 
strong growth given the expansion of regional 
train, subway, tramway and tGV networks,  
and the success of railway manufacturers  
– such as Alstom, Bombardier and Siemens – 
which are nexans’ customers.
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Steep decrease in volumes  
in the Building sector

Sales for cables for the Building market fell 
28.3% like-for-like in 2009, but given very strict 
management of pricing and rigorous monitoring 
of costs, operating margin stayed above 3.5%.
the British and Spanish markets were affected 
the most. In Germany, where volumes and 
prices continued to remain low, nexans closed 
its Vacha plant in September and focused its 
offering on security cables. Domestic sales in 
France dropped 20.3%, and exports fell even 
more. In September, the Group announced  
a plan to scale back operations that affects  
384 positions involved in Building, Industry  
and Metallurgy operations. the Benelux and  
the Scandinavian countries have held up better 
with a more moderate decrease in sales. 

As a result of this situation, nexans has 
strengthened its strategy to stand out in terms 
of innovative technology and services. InFIt™, 
a new technology for ceramifiable insulation 
materials, has been added to the range of 
AlSeCuRe® fire-retardant and fire-resistant 
cables. Several innovations for packaging 
have also made it easier for installers to store, 
transport, manipulate and install cables.
Finally, the Group has strengthened its 
cooperation with major distributors, offering 
them new services such as shared inventory 
management, single delivery of a variety of 
product ranges and made-to-measure cables.

Contrasting situations  
for telecom cables

Sales for cables and systems for telecom 
Infrastructure held up rather well. they were 
down 11% like-for-like in 2009 but operating 
margin was solid. For local Area networks 
(lAn), the contracts won with data centers did 
not offset the impact of the crisis in the financial 
sector, particularly in the united Kingdom,  
and the major slump in certain markets, 
particularly in eastern european countries.  
Sales dropped 27.2% in 2009. 
the agreement signed with Sumitomo electric 
Industries, which acquired a 40% stake in 
Opticable, has boosted the offering for cables 
for the Fiber-to-the-Home (FttH) market,  
which offers promising growth prospects.  
In France, for example, these cables were being 
used for approximately 50,000 subscribers  
as of mid-2009 with a potential of over 
650,000 subscribers.
the Group continued to expand in nordic 
countries in the local loop network market. 
nexans also signed a framework agreement 
with Stokab, which is significantly expanding 
its network in Stockholm to bring high-speed 
Internet access to homes.
In Germany, demand continued to grow  
for Duotrack® cables for railway equipment.  
this solution uses an all-in-one duplex cable for 
the communication between electronic routing 
systems via optical fiber cables and control  
of signals and train crossings via copper cables, 
within the framework of the etCS (european 
train Control System) rail safety specifications. 
easy to install, these cables are clamped directly 
to the tracks. 
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Superconductor limiter:  
greater safety, lower cost 

the first commercial superconductor current 
limiter was put into service in the Boxberg 
power plant in Germany with nexans. thanks 
to their almost instantaneous response to fault 
currents, superconductor limiters can prevent 
the damaging overloading of power network 
components that can occur during short-circuits. 
they can help reduce the need to oversize 
equipment required to withstand the most 
extreme short-circuit currents, offering a winning 
solution for operators.

Germany – Central Europe Area

Record deal for the offshore  
wind power segment

Off the western coast of england, the london 
Array wind farm will be the biggest wind  
farm in the world with 175 turbines and 
production capacity of 630 MW, as of 2012, 
and 1,000 MW, over the long term, providing 
energy to 750,000 households.

Between now and 2012, nexans will supply four 
150kV high-voltage submarine Xlpe*-insulated 
cables – each over 50 km long – to transmit 
the electricity produced to the British power 
grid. this contract is worth 100 million euros 
and covers optical fiber cables and connection 
accessories. With its turnkey solutions,  
nexans has tripled its market share in four years, 
winning major contracts in europe, Canada  
and Australia.

*Cross-linked polyethylene.

United Kingdom – Northern Europe Area
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A high-performing solution  
for data centers

Data processing centers operate 24 hours  
a day for applications that are often critical. 
the most powerful data centers consume as 
much energy as a city that has a population 
of 200,000 people. For this growing market, 
nexans has developed a new high-capacity 
cable system (10 Gbit +). the system is very 
flexible and compact and eliminates crosstalk. 
this unique solution has been selected for  
a number of new data processing centers.

New medical applications

ultrasound imaging is a safe diagnostic tool  
that is more economical than x-rays and MRIs. 
to link ultrasound imaging probes to  
monitoring devices, nexans offers highly flexible  
coaxial cable bundles made up of up to  
528 micro-cables that may have a diameter  
of less than 40 microns. A unit at the Draveil 
plant in France is specialized in these high 
value-added products.

Fire-resistance sets INFIT™ apart

this patented technology was specially designed 
to create a ceramic shield for cables in the  
event of a fire and meets the strictest standards 
in terms of fire resistance, while offering  
easy installation and connection of cables. 
InFIt™ – created through the partnership 
between the nexans Research Center in lyon 
and the Group’s R&D Center in Australia – 
will be used for all the fire-resistant product 
ranges for the building sector and industrial 
applications such as shipbuilding. 

France – Western Europe Area
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Middle East,  
Russia and Africa

2,137 employees

7 countries 

Sales
286 million euros

Operating margin
22 million euros

Primed to take advantage of the upturn 

The Middle East, Russia and Africa Area accounts for 7% of the 
Group’s consolidated sales by origin and 15% based on the 
geographical location of customers. Nexans has strengthened 
its Egyptian operations and opened new plants in Russia and 
Morocco (with a new plant in Qatar underway) in preparation for 
the upturn in regions impacted by the crisis to varying degrees. 
The aim is to boost local competitiveness and to offer customers 
global solutions as well as just products.
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Production kicks off in Russia

In late 2008 nexans inaugurated its first plant 
in Russia to manufacture cables for the energy 
infrastructure and building sectors in Russia  
and other CIS countries. 
the plant is located at Ouglich, 250 km north 
of Moscow. It has already begun production 
and generated sales of insulated low-voltage 
overhead lines for use in rural electricity supply 
programs. Manufacturing of medium-voltage 
underground cables to bring power to cities 
kicked off during the summer despite  
the extremely challenging economic climate, 
which saw a 30% devaluation in the ruble  
and a significant decrease in demand.

the worst of the recession now appears to  
be over, however, and Ouglich should benefit 
from the upturn forecast in Russia for 2010. 
Aside from energy infrastructure and projects  
to revamp the oil, gas and mining sectors,  
the Russian government has launched a major 
program to renovate and expand its rail network 
– the largest in the world with over 86,000 km 
of rail. the country also intends to upgrade 
its rolling stock: according to the national rail 
operator, RZD, 70% of its 20,000 locomotives 
will be upgraded. upcoming imperatives include 
hosting the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi,  
the development of high-speed lines and  
the creation of lines to carry freight between  
Asia and europe.

Russia

Manufacturing facility in Qatar

the Group has entered into a joint venture 
agreement with local Qatari investors resulting 
in the creation of Qatar International Cable 
Company (QICC) to produce cables in the 
country. nexans holds a 29% stake in QICC 
alongside the Al thani family and the Al neama 
industrial group and contributes to operations 
under a management contract. 
Building has already started on this new plant 
which will be the Group’s first in the persian 
Gulf. It is located in the industrial city of 
Mesaieed, 40 km from Doha and in 2010  
it will turn out low- and medium-voltage cables 
for the energy infrastructure sector and special 
cables for the oil and gas industry. QICC is 
focusing initially on the domestic market and  

will subsequently integrate its products into 
nexans’ offerings and export them to Gulf 
countries that also constitute key markets  
for products manufactured in europe, turkey 
and lebanon. the Group supplies medium- 
and high-voltage cables to key operators in 
Qatar, Dubai and Abu Dhabi and it also has 
major partnership arrangements with local 
and international operators in the oil and gas 
sectors. these markets are set to grow by an 
annual rate of 7% to 8% post-2011 in line with 
the commitments of regional governments to 
fund infrastructure projects. Qatar is the world’s 
largest producer of liquefied gas. production 
increased by 8% in 2009 and 2010 could 
once again witness the 10% annual growth* 
registered between 2000 and 2008.
*Center for growth forecasting.

Middle East

Russia – Offshore cables for arctic weather
As part of a contract worth about 6 million euros, Nexans will supply Sevmach, 
Russia’s largest shipbuilding company, with 850 km of control, instrumentation and 
power cables resistant to ice and low temperatures for the stationary Prirazlomnaïa 
offshore drilling platform in the Barents Sea, the first oil production project on  
the Russian Arctic shelf. This multi-function complex will be able to produce  
22,000 tonnes of crude and 1 million cubic meters of gas per day. This area is 
ice-bound for two-thirds of the year and winter temperatures can go as low as 
minus 50°C. These special cables will be produced at specialized facilities at Nexans 
Kukdong Electric Wire Co, South Korea.
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Difficulties in Turkey,  
market firmness in Lebanon

the two turkish plants were badly hit by  
the sharp fall in the domestic market and  
the collapse of certain export markets. 
Overall, cable sales in the building sector were 
down but halogen-free cable sales held up well. 
Although sales of lAn cables struggled in  
the face of sluggish european demand, exports 
of power cables and instrumentation cables for 
the oil and gas industries in the Central Asian 
Republics and the Middle east fared much better. 

nexans’ lebanese entity again managed to  
improve its performance on the back of brisk 
domestic demand. In spite of the global economic  
crisis and political instability, the domestic 
economy grew by 6% in 2009*. there was a 
drop in exports of medium-voltage cables and 
industrial cables to the Middle east, Russia and 
other CIS countries (in conjunction with turkey). 
the Iraqi market represents major opportunities 
for the Group’s entities in turkey and lebanon 
and although both stepped up their marketing 
efforts, competition remains very strong.

*Center for growth forecasting.

Middle East

Saudi Arabia – Nexans to supply power cables for the Saudi 
Kayan industrial complex  
Noskab, one of the main distributors for the Group’s products in the oil and gas sector, has selected 
Nexans to supply low- and medium-voltage power cables and instrumentation cables for the complex 
currently being built by Saudi Kayan Petrochemical Company at Jubail in Saudi Arabia. This contract is 
for a total of over 2 million euros. 

Turkey – Exclusive contract for the trans-Bosphorus rail link  
This 76 km-long rail link is scheduled to enter into service in 2013 and it will link the European and Asian 
banks between Istanbul and Marmaray. The link includes an immersed tube tunnel of 1.4 km accessed 
by a 10 km bored tunnel. The link will be able to carry 75,000 passengers an hour in each direction and 
will help to relieve traffic congestion in Turkey’s largest city. Signaling and communications equipment are 
vital components of the project and Alstom Transport has entrusted Nexans with an exclusive contract to 
supply about 1,350 km of special signaling cables and low-voltage cables over a two-year period.
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A new plant in Morocco  

nexans manufactures energy infrastructure  
and building cables in Morocco and demand 
for these products held up well during the year. 
the Group also produces electrical equipment, 
cells, transformers and prefabricated substations 
for the domestic market – in which nexans  
leads the field – and for export to various  
West African countries. 
to cope with a general increase in demand in 
Africa, in May 2009, the Group transferred its 
transformer production plant to Casablanca 
and increased capacity by 50%. the new plant 
turns out distribution and power transformers 
– nexans is the sole manufacturer of these 
products in Morocco and one of only  
a handful in Africa.
Morocco also represents a close and 
competitive manufacturing base for europe, 
particularly for the automobile and aerospace 
industries. 
Since early 2009, a new production line has 
been supplying the integrators working for 
Airbus. In 2008, nexans signed a contract with 
Airbus worth 170 million euros to manufacture 
cables for the A320, A350 and A380 over  
a six-year period. the Mohammedia plant  
will meet 40% of the volume stipulated in  
the contract, with back up from the Draveil 
plant in France, which will produce a significant 
portion of the cables for the A380.

Solid performance in Egypt

In egypt, nexans manufactures cables  
for the oil and gas industry and the energy 
infrastructure sector, targeted at the domestic 
market and South-east Africa. production was 
successfully expanded to include high-voltage 
cables. the plant obtained all of the relevant 
certifications and has perfectly mastered  
the new manufacturing processes.  
Demand for all energy infrastructure cables 
remained buoyant and both sales and  
operating margin grew significantly.

Significant prospects  
for the African continent

no country can develop without a decent energy 
supply. the combined total production capacity 
of 48 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa is only 
equal to that of Spain (68 MW) and there are 
chronic power outages in 30 African states. 
Only one person in five has access to electricity 
in Sub-Saharan Africa, compared with one  
in two people in Southern Asia and four  
out of five in South America.
A recent assessment of infrastructure in  
24 countries throughout the continent carried 
out by the World Bank* estimated that 
investment amounting to 93 billion dollars per 
year would be required over the next ten years 
and that half of this amount would be needed to 
ensure an adequate electricity supply. the bulk 
of electricity production is concentrated in the 
South-east whereas demand is greatest in the 
north-West. Developing a regional electricity 
exchange program would save Africa over  
2 billion dollars a year. the report also points  
up the dearth of port and rail facilities.
nexans is the largest cable supplier in the  
north-West of the continent, with plants  
in Ghana and nigeria along with Morocco, 
together with a stake in Les Câbleries du 
Sénégal, which operates in both Senegal  
and Gambia. Africa represents a number  
of significant avenues for future growth driven 
by major power link projects between the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo and egypt, 
Angola, Zaire, Mozambique and Kenya;  
urban and rural electricity supply programs;  
and housing renovation programs in north  
and South Africa.
nexans also has a strong operating presence 
alongside major international contractors  
in the heavy engineering sector and provides 
specialized cables for the petrol and mining 
industries, as well for ports, airports and rail 
networks. 
For example, nexans is involved in several 
airport projects in egypt and tunisia, as well  
as in equipping offshore drilling platforms  
in nigeria and mines in the Congo.

* “Africa’s Infrastructure: A time for transformation” –  
World Bank november 2009.

Africa
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North
America

1,662 employees

3 countries  

Sales
412 million euros

Operating margin
34 million euros

Battening down the hatches 

The North America Area accounts for 10% of consolidated sales 
by origin. Despite the most depressed business conditions in  
70 years and a 28% drop in sales, operating margin still came in 
at 8.2%, thanks largely to the dynamism and commitment of its 
teams in cutting costs, optimizing plant efficiency and continuing 
to provide a quality of customer service that is second to none.
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Optimal cost structure  
and flexibility

All north American markets were badly hit  
by the economic and financial crisis, including 
the building, infrastructure, local Area network 
(lAn), industry, and electrical wires sectors.  
All plants reacted to a 28% contraction in overall  
demand by adapting production capacity, 
reducing working hours, increasing flexibility, 
cutting costs, and managing inventories on  
a just-in-time basis in order to optimize liquidity. 
the Quebec cable plant was closed down at 
the beginning of the year and its equipment 
transferred to the plants in Fergus (Ontario), 
Weyburn (Saskatchewan) and Chester (new York 
State). the plants at Chester, Fergus, Weyburn, 
new Holland, Fuquay-Varina and elm City used 
all available measures to adjust working hours 
to the drop in market demand. 
the various teams were also busy making each 
sales opportunity count and building loyalty 
among existing customers by providing them 
with a quality of service that is second to none. 
the great strides made in enhancing control 
over expenditure, process efficiency and plant 
operational performance, in spite of lower 
volumes, were key contributors to the solid 
financial results posted.  
Operating margin came in at 8.2% of sales, 
down 1.5 points on 2008.

A good year for energy 
infrastructure in Canada

energy Infrastructure sales dropped 18%  
in 2009. In Canada, the market was buoyed 
by investments in projects related to the 2010 
Winter Olympics in Vancouver. the Federal 
Government also set up an Infrastructure 
Stimulus Fund (4 billion Canadian dollars) 
for 2009-2010 and a Green Infrastructure 
Fund (1 billion Canadian dollars) to help fund 
modern energy networks and sustainable energy 
projects. nexans has already demonstrated its 
know-how in this sector by equipping a number 
of Canadian wind farms. 
In the united States the new administration’s 
Green new Deal should provide stimulus for 
new investment by 2011. the plan adopted  
by Congress in early 2009 earmarked 80 billion 
uS dollars for energy. A significant portion 
of this amount has been set aside for energy 
networks: upgrading old power lines, installing 
power grid links with Canada, developing 
“intelligent networks” to transport energy from 
major solar stations and wind farms in the West 
over long distances, and pilot schemes  
for intelligent networks. projects to develop  
such networks provide great opportunities  
for the Valley Group, the subsidiary specializing 
in real-time overhead transmission line 
monitoring systems.

Infrastructure

A “handleful” of ideas 
Thanks to its “Lift & Go™” ergonomic foldable 
handle, Nexans’ new Canadex NMD90 cable drum 
is now as easy to carry as it is to set down or use. 
For installers, this means less risk of injury and a 
job that is easier to do.
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CAT-1 systems for smart grids
Intelligent networks are set to revolutionize the manner in which electricity is produced, distributed and 
consumed and the United States is to invest several billion US dollars in related projects. The CAT-1 systems 
supplied by Nexans subsidiary The Valley Group (Connecticut) aid intelligent networks by monitoring in 
real time power line loads, giving advance warning of problems in order to avoid overloads and helping 
to regulate interconnected systems. 

LANsense goes green  
Nexans is specialized in intelligent energy management systems for data centers and is now offering a 
new generation of analyzers. LANsense now consumes 72% less energy and releases 73% less heat thanks 
to a complete overhaul of its input-output system. It also has a larger memory and an ideogram-friendly 
LCD screen.

Mixed fortunes  
in industrial cables

Sales of industrial cables fell 28% in 2009 
compared with the previous year. the Group 
mainly produces electronic cables for the 
civil and military aeronautical and aerospace 
industries as well as cables used in shipbuilding 
and the oil and gas industry.
Although the military sector performed well, 
there was a major slump in the civil sector. 
exports continued to be buoyed by the weak 
dollar. 

A difficult year for building  
in the United States

Sales of building cables also fell 28% in 2009.  
In the united States, competition was fierce  
in a depressed residential market. 
Volumes in Canada were stable and the 
industrial building market performed well,  
but prices in the residential and commercial 
sectors were squeezed by the weak uS dollar.

Industry
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Sharp drop in sales of cables  
for Local Area Networks

In a lAn market that contracted by over  
40% under the strain of the subprimes and 
financial crises and the running-down of 
inventories by distributors in the first half of 
the year, the Group recorded a 25% decrease 
in sales. nexans produces high-performance 
copper cables in new Holland (pennsylvania) 
and optical fiber cables in Fuquay-Varina  
(north Carolina).
the Group cut its fixed costs by 25% on a year-
for-year basis in line with the decline in market 

conditions. the growth in high-performance 
products enabled nexans to steal a considerable 
march on its competitors. 
As demand begins to pick up again – the first 
green shoots were visible during the summer 
– the Group will favor advanced solutions 
ensuring customers higher throughput and 
greater energy efficiency. this strategy was 
given concrete expression in the very high speed 
copper cables (10GB) and comprehensive 
solutions combining cables, connectors  
and control, which are compatible with  
the requirements of both major data centers  
and critical applications.

Local Area Networks

Safer aeronautic solutions   
On the occasion of the Le Bourget International 
Paris Air Show celebrating the 100th birthday of the 
aerodrome, Nexans unveiled its new generation of 
smooth leads for military applications which have 
been selected in particular by Lockheed Martin for 
its F-35 Lightning II JSF fighter. The Group also 
presented a new range of aeronautical cables and 
harnesses capable of withstanding temperatures 
of up to +350°C and lasting over 15 minutes in 
flames of +1,100°C. 

New framework agreement 
with BP Exploration  
& Production  
This agreement covers the design, manufacture and 
supply of umbilicals for deepwater oilfields in the 
Gulf of Mexico. These made-to-measure cables are 
designed to transport fluids, energy, and remote 
operation and telecommunication signals for new 
oil and gas projects up to 1,980 meters under the 
sea. This contract could be worth up to 300 million 
US dollars.

Underwater fiber optic 
cables for the Caribbean
Nexans delivered 1,300 km of underwater fiber 
optical fiber equipped with repeaters to Global 
Marine Systems, a world leader in the installation 
of underwater cables. This new technology was 
developed by Nexans, Global Marine Systems and 
Huawei Marine Networks, a Chinese producer of 
telecommunications accessories. The system is 
manufactured at the Norwegian plant of Rognan 
and will link the archipelago of Trinidad and Tobago 
to Suriname via Guyana.
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South
America

2,203 employees

5 countries 

Sales
370 million euros

Operating margin
29 million euros

Promising integration outlook 

The South America Area was created after Madeco’s cable 
business was acquired on September 30, 2008. The deal enabled 
Nexans to become the leader in the cable industry in South 
America, which accounts for 9% of the Group’s consolidated 
sales by origin, as well as 9% based on the geographical location 
of customers. The focus for 2009 was to successfully integrate 
Madeco’s cable business and organize the new area in order to 
maximize synergies and step up expansion.
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Leadership and synergy

nexans has become the leading cable 
manufacturer in South America; it is number 
one in Brazil, Chile and peru, number three 
in Colombia and number four in Argentina. 
nexans boasts highly efficient manufacturing 
operations, strong brands and an unparalleled 
sales network in a market estimated to be worth  
4 billion uS dollars. the Group is able to meet  
a wide range of cabling needs – for major 
electricity transmission and distribution projects  
and new projects in the oil and gas, mining, 
transportation and aerospace industries – 
through either local production or imports from 
other areas. In the latter case, a sales manager 
is in charge of coordinating nexans’ offering 
and its intra-area sales. this organization 
will allow nexans to find new outlets for 
its high-voltage cables, special cables for 
the aeronautics, railway rolling stock and 
shipbuilding industries, as well as cables and 
systems for high-capacity data transmission. 
exports of cables manufactured in Chile and 
Brazil for the mining and oil industries are  
also expected to grow. 
In 2009, the Group integrated its information, 
reporting and control systems. nexans also 
continued to extend the implementation of 
standards and best practices and expand 
its product range in the region. One of the 
main focuses in South America, which like so 
many other areas has been impacted by the 
global economic crisis, was the harmonization 
of working capital requirements with Group 
practices, in particular as regards copper 
purchasing and inventory management.  
this process was completed during the year.

Energy fuels growth  
in Brazil in 2009

Brazil accounts for half of the cable market  
in South America and represented 54% of sales 
in the South America area in 2009 based  
on the geographical location of customers.  
nexans is the leading player in the Brazilian 
market. the Group operates three plants 
located in lorena and Americana, close to  
São paulo, and in Rio de Janeiro.  
production at the plants was reallocated to 
take better advantage of their respective areas 
of expertise and the nexans Brazil and Ficap 
subsidiaries were merged in August 2009.
energy Infrastructure sales are down 7.6% due  
to delays on certain overhead line projects, 
which led to lower volumes in the second half of 
the year. Massive projects are underway to meet 
demand for electricity supply, which is expected 
to triple by 2030 to reach 1,200 tWh. nexans 
is involved in many of these projects, including 
the construction of the trans-Amazonian electric 
power transmission line stretching 1,500 km 
which in 2011 will link the city of Manaus with 
tucurui, the fourth largest hydroelectric dam 
in the world with a generation capacity of 
7,960 MW. nuclear power and new sources 
of renewable energy also offer significant 
opportunities.

While the decrease in expenditure involving 
major contracts is felt since 2009 second 
trimester, in particular in the oil and gas platform 
sector, orders seems to improve by the end  
of the year. Furthermore, nexans won a major 
contract for the provision of umbilicals for one 
of petrobras’ subsea projects, thus boding well 
for the future. 

Brazil – Umbilicals  
for Petrobras  
Nexans will supply Petrobras with electro-hydraulic 
control umbilicals for the Tambaú and Uruguá 
subsea oil and gas fields. Two hundred kilometers 
off the coast of Rio de Janeiro, more than 65 km 
of umbilicals will link the submarine manifolds to 
the production wells. They will be laid in depths 
reaching 1,500 meters. The umbilicals will weigh 
a total of 2,400 tonnes. Nexans has undertaken  
to complete the 33.5 million euro contract in  
record time.
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the Brazilian company announced plans to 
invest 92 billion uS dollars in Brazil from 2009 
to 2013, including 29 billion uS dollars for  
the major deep-water oil finds in 2007. 
petrobras will also need to build five refineries to 
reduce Brazil’s dependence on other countries.
Demand weakened in the Building market  
as distributors reduced their inventories,  
and there was significant pressure on prices. 
lAn cable sales were down for the year. 

the export-led winding wires business saw an 
improvement in sales in the second half of the 
year thanks to measures to encourage renewed 
consumer spending in the automotive and 
household appliance sectors.
the OeCD forecasts an upturn in growth for 
Brazil in 2010 of roughly 5%, and expenditure  
is expected to increase greatly by 2020.  
Brazil has fifteen cities with more than one 
million people – representing significant needs 
in terms of transmission infrastructure, public 
transportation equipment and communications. 
prospects in the automotive and aeronautics 
sectors are also highly promising.

Large-scale projects to bring 
electricity to Argentina

Argentina accounts for approximately 8% of 
sales in the South America Area based on the 
geographical location of customers. the country 
is undergoing a major crisis, with a significant 
decrease in demand in 2009 in the building, 
telecommunications and industry markets. 
However, demand for energy infrastructure 
cables remained buoyant. Major projects  
have been launched with the support of the 
Inter-American Development Bank, such as  
the 500kV neAnOA overhead line stretching 
1,220 km to link the north-west and north-east  
regions and contribute to the power link 
program with Chile and Brazil. this contract 
is worth 18 million euros for nexans, and is 
being handled by the Group’s Quilmese plant 

in Argentina that specializes in manufacturing 
aluminum cables for overhead lines for both  
the domestic and export markets.

Lower demand in the mining  
and building industries in Chile

Chile is a very open and competitive market;  
it accounts for approximately 10% of area  
sales based on the geographical location  
of customers. the Group holds over one-third  
of the market. 
Capital expenditure in the Industry market slowed  
in 2009, in particular in the mining sector,  
as decision-makers adopted a wait-and-see 
stance, thus impacting margins. In the Building 
market, demand was mainly sustained in the first 
six months, before declining towards the end of 
the year with the slow down in public investment.
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Brazil – Aluminum aerial cables for Mato Grosso  
EBTE has ordered 775 km of AAAC cables from Nexans. These aluminum alloy aerial conductors will be 
used on five new 300 MW power lines in the State of Mato Grosso in the middle-west region of Brazil. 
These light, highly-resistant cables will make it possible to reduce the number of pylons needed for this 
line by 8%. The Lorena plant in Brazil will produce the cables for this 26 million euro contract. 

Chile – Fluorescent mining cables  
Mining operations use their equipment 24 hours a day, but if power cables are accidentally crushed, 
production can come to a halt. Minera Escondida – which operates the largest copper mine in the world 
in Chile – asked Nexans’ Chilean subsidiary to design an outdoor power cable that glows in the dark. 
The conductors were wrapped in a fluorescent tape, which is protected by a halogen-free polyurethane 
sheath that is transparent and holds up well in an aggressive mining environment. The cables meet  
U.S. ICEA standards, are highly visible during the day and remain fluorescent for five years.

Chile – Minera Esperanza
Minera Esperanza, a new mine owned by Antofagasta Minerals in Chile’s Antofagasta region, will begin 
production in November 2010, with an output of 714,000 tonnes of copper and other minerals. Nexans 
has signed an agreement to provide the mine with six million US dollars’ worth of excavator and drill 
cables and medium- and low-voltage cables (including control cables).

Robust business levels in Peru  

peru accounts for 17% of sales in the South 
America Area based on the geographical 
location of customers. nexans is the country’s 
main cable producer. Growth was solid for 
energy Infrastructure and the Building sector, 
supported by government-sponsored social 
housing development projects and demand  
for halogen-free cables for hospitals. Business 
declined in the telecommunications market.

Stronger market share  
in Columbia 

Colombia – a small market that still only 
accounts for 7% of area sales based on  
the geographical location of customers –  
offers significant prospects for growth given  
its rich oil, gas, coal and mineral resources.  
the effects of the economic crisis hit Colombia 
later than other South American countries, 
resulting in a fall in sales in the second half  
of the year. the unit nevertheless succeeded  
in increasing its share of the market. 
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Asia- 
Pacific

2,437 employees

7 countries  

Sales
466 million euros

Operating margin
27 million euros

Building solid positions 

The Asia-Pacific area accounts for 12% of the Group’s consolidated 
sales by origin and 14% based on the geographical location of 
customers. Nexans has been the leading cable manufacturer in 
Australia and Asia-Pacific since it acquired Olex at the end of 
2006. Today, Nexans is adding to its manufacturing capacities in 
China, South Korea and Vietnam, and it will soon be developing 
its commercial foothold in India. The goal is to benefit over the 
long term from the dynamic growth prospects in an area that 
has a population of 3.5 billion people, including 1.9 billion in 
China and in the six ASCAN countries that, since January 2010, 
make up the largest free trade area in the world. 
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A stimulating environment

nexans’ strategy in Asia is selective, focusing  
on the most demanding market segments  
or which safety, reliability and the quality  
of products and services are crucial.
the Group has a strong presence among 
customers that deal with major contracts  
– international companies.  
the Group is instrumental in helping its 
european and u.S. customers expand in Asia, 
and it collaborates closely with major operators 
in China, South Korea, India and Australia. 
Almost all of nexans’ specialized plants in 
Australia, new Zealand, South Korea, Vietnam, 
China and Japan* export their products.
South Korea recorded organic growth  
of 14% in 2009 and Vietnam’s sales were  
on a par with 2008. Although sales in China 
were down on last year, they recovered in  
the second half of the year, in particular  
in the Industry market, driven by a nearly 
400-billion-euro two-year stimulus plan.
Sales from the Asia-pacific Area stood  
at 466 million euros in 2009, down  
4.2% like-for-like. Operating margin came  
in at 5.8%, down 2.5 percentage points.

Nexans invests in high voltage  
in Australia

Australia and new Zealand accounted  
for 40% of sales in the Asia-pacific Area  
in 2009 based on the geographical location  
of customers. Sustained demand from operators 
of electrical power networks offset to a certain 
degree the decrease in the Building market  
and the Industry market, which has seen several 
mining projects postponed.
the Group now has local production capacity 
for high-voltage terrestrial cables. Over 2008 
and 2009, nexans invested 12.5 million euros 
in its plant in tottenham that now manufactures 
Xlpe-insulated cables (cross-linked polyethylene 
insulated) of up to 500 kV. prior to this,  
these cables were imported from europe. 
nexans already produced high-voltage 
submarine cables at its tokyo Bay plant in 
Japan and is now expanding its manufacturing 
operations for high-voltage terrestrial cables, 
which also represents a growth market.

* the tokyo Bay plant (jointly owned with Viscas),  
dedicated to high-voltage submarine cables,  
is assigned to the europe Area.

Australia – Record-breaking high-voltage underground 
power line in Australia 
The largest seawater desalination plant in Australia is being built in the State of Victoria. It will supply 
more than one-third of the water consumed in Melbourne. The plant will receive its power supply via 
an 87 km underground link made up of 260 km of 220 kV XLPE cable that has been designed and 
tested for a maximum voltage of 275 kV. This will be the longest link in the world for an alternating 
current at this voltage. The equipment installed in 2009 in Olex’s plant in Tottenham (Victoria) will 
enable it to supply almost all the cable for this 26.5 million euro contract.

South Korea – Awarded innovation prize for ICEFLEX®

In South Korea, the Group received the Innovation Committee Award for the first cable to maintain all 
its qualities at -50°C: flexibility, fire resistance, shock resistance, as well as resistance to ice, corrosion 
and extreme temperature changes. This new product range, which is available in a halogen-free 
version and is fully certified by Lloyd’s Register, was launched internationally under the name ICEFLEX®. 
These cables are developed and produced in South Korea for various offshore and onshore onboard 
applications. They offer all of the advantages needed to equip ships and oil and gas platforms in 
Siberia, the North Sea and the Arctic area, notably.
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Strong growth in South Korea

In South Korea, which accounted for  
23% of sales based on the geographical location  
of customers in 2009, nexans has attained  
a satisfactory volume in the energy Infrastructure 
market and the automotive cable market,  
which has witnessed a strong recovery in 
demand. the lAn market showed robust  
growth in sales.
nexans is number one in cables for the 
shipbuilding industry with the solid position of its 
subsidiary Kukdong among major South Korean, 
Japanese and Singaporean shipyards.  
Business remained robust given the contracts 
signed in previous years, but the economic  
crisis and the slowdown in international trade 

have given rise to restructuring throughout Asia. 
Kukdong already produces cables for the 
offshore oil and gas platforms – a business that 
showed solid sales in 2009, and is expanding  
its offering to include new applications.  
Specialized ranges of cables have been 
developed for offshore and onshore 
environments affected by very low temperatures, 
as well as for wind power and the nuclear 
industry – two sectors that have promising 
growth prospects in South Korea.
nexans has decided to promote these new 
solutions, in particular, by organizing a  
technical conference on wind energy in Busan.  
the event generated a great deal of interest, 
and over 80 customers from South Korea 
attended.

China – Cooperation with Nanjing SR Puzhen Rail Transport 
(NPRT)
Nexans was awarded a sole supplier contract for 932 km of onboard power cables (control and data) 
for 16 trains for the new Mumbai subway in India. The Group worked in close collaboration with NPRT to 
develop the right solution for each application, including a first in the railway sector – high-performance 
bundled power cables. All the cables will be manufactured by Nexans in China, under the new international 
brand FLAMEX®, which is designed for railway rolling stock and meets the NFF international standard.

India – Nexans strengthens Mumbai’s electricity supply
Tata Power awarded Nexans a contract for the supply of high-voltage underground cables designed to 
strengthen the electricity infrastructure of Mumbai, India’s financial capital and the second most populous 
urban area in the world. Nexans will deliver five complete circuits of 220 kV cables to increase by  
300 MVA the capacity of the underground transmission network that links various EHV (Extra High Voltage) 
substations. The XLPE cable is manufactured by the Hanover plant in Germany, and related accessories 
are produced by the Cossonay plant in Switzerland.
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In Vietnam, nexans produces low- and medium-
voltage cables in its Hanoi-region plants.  
the upturn in the economic climate in  
the second half of the year led to a resumption  
in domestic sales, which offset the decrease  
in exports.

Strong Growth in China

In China, nexans operates three sites – two in 
Shanghai and one in nanning in the Guangxi 
province, where it manufactures cables  
for shipbuilding and railway rolling stock,  
off-shore projects, wind power, nuclear,  
and the telecom sector. Demand in the 
shipbuilding and telecommunications sectors 
recovered in the second half of the year,  
after a fall-off in the first six months. 
While China still only accounts for 20% of 
sales in the Asia-pacific Area based on the 
geographical location of customers in 2009, 
it offers major prospects for growth. Half of 
China’s population now lives in urban areas, 
thus creating an even greater need for energy 
and transportation – two of the Group’s core 
strategic markets. 

In the high-voltage sector, nexans has already 
won and completed large-scale projects in 
China. In Shanghai, the Group built a 17 km 
500 kV high-voltage underground cable link. 
this is a world record for power in an urban 
area. nexans also supplied a 30 km high-
voltage submarine link between Hainan Island 
at the south end of China and Guangdong 
province to provide electricity to the island.  
this 500 kV cable has been operating since 
June 30, 2009; it was produced by the tokyo 
Bay plant and installed by the nexans Skagerrak 
cable-laying ship.
In the Industrial sector, nexans has become 
the leader in cables for railway rolling stock 
with market share of approximately 25% and 
sustained growth. Between now and 2020, 
China’s railway network is expected to increase 
from 86,000 km to 120,000 km, including 
12,000 km to 13,000 km for 42 high-speed 
lines and 700 high-speed trains that the 
country plans to build by 2012. China is also 
expanding its subway systems. Dozens of cities 
are developing new systems or expanding 
existing systems. to keep pace with this dynamic 
market, nexans has increased its energy cable 
production capacities for rolling stock at its 
plant, and, in 2009, it began manufacturing 
control cables at its plants in Shanghai.

Material handling, cables for wind turbines 
and cables for nuclear plants were among the 
developments in 2009 that made it possible to 
offset the slowdown in the shipbuilding industry. 
nexans approved a range of specialized 
cables for Chinese nuclear power plants and 
handled the transfer of technology needed to 
manufacture the cables locally. 

New prospects for India 

In March 2009, nexans joined forces with 
polycab – the leading Indian cable manufacturer 
– and created a joint venture in which nexans 
holds a majority interest and that is managed 
in close collaboration with polycab. this joint 
venture, headquartered in Vadodara in Gujarat 
State, will manufacture and sell industrial cables 
for shipbuilding, material handling, railway rolling 
stock and wind power, as well as high- and 
medium-voltage terrestrial cables. this agreement 
will also enable nexans’ cables that are not 
part of its Indian partner’s range to be marketed 
in India. polycab brings with it a top-notch 
distribution network and its vast knowledge of 
the local market, which is estimated to be worth 
4 billion euros. Construction of a new plant is 
underway. the total amount invested should 
represent slightly less than 50 million euros. 
Manufacturing is slated to begin in 2011.
With this joint venture, nexans has secured the 
backing and support of an outstanding partner 
that will enable the Group to successfully 
establish its industrial presence and expand its 
business in a country that offers considerable 
opportunities for growth. 
Growth in India may exceed 7% in 2010,  
and the government plans to invest 9% of the 
country’s GDp in infrastructure between now and 
2014*. India Infrastructure Finance Company 
limited (IIFCl), a powerful special-purpose 
fund, has also been set up to provide long-term 
financial assistance for projects involving energy, 
airports, ports and railway networks.
nexans has already taken part in several large-
scale projects in India, particularly in Mumbai in 
the high-voltage sector and urban transportation.

*2009-2010 Budget Speech in July 2009.
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Customers // p. 44
More closeness to customers 

Operations // p. 47
More efficient operations 

Environment  // p. 50
More respect  for the environment 

At the core  
of a sustainable 
future

The CSR* Committee, created in 2009, defines Nexans’ 
sustainable development strategy and supervises its 
implementation. The committee is chaired by Frédéric Vincent, 
Group Chairman and CEO, and includes two Management 
Committee members representing the Industrial Management 
and Logistics, Technical/Research and Development, Purchasing 
and Marketing departments, as well as the Corporate Secretary, 
the Heads of Human Resources and Communications, and the 
Head of the Risk Management Department, who acts as Secretary. 
The CSR Committee meets twice a year.
Two specialized committees – the Governance & Social Affairs 
Committee and the Environment & Products Committee – provide 
support to the CSR Committee.

*Corporate Social Responsibility.
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Environment  // p. 50
More respect  for the environment 

Employee // p. 53
More employee commitment 

Community // p. 56
More solidarity 
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More  
closeness  
to customers

Nexans is committed to gaining an in-depth understanding 
of customers’ applications, operations and expectations in order 
to satisfy their needs throughout the value chain and provide 
solutions that improve users’ performance and cost efficiency. 
The Group is rapidly bringing innovative offerings to the market, 
as well as emphasizing service quality and the development of 
personalized services.

“All of us at Nexans need to forge close ties with our 
customers by putting their interests first and responding 
positively. The goal is not only to address customers’ 
present needs, but also to anticipate their future 
requirements by innovating and creating value for  
us all to share.” 
Dietmar Steinbach, Vice President Nexans Key Accounts
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Bonding with customers

nexans has put in place a reactive operating 
structure to effectively serve customers both  
on a local scale, through country-level  
divisions, and internationally, through global  
and regional offices. In the industry market,  
specially dedicated managers are allocated  
to priority segments.
Relations with major customers, whose needs 
are diverse and typically involve several countries,  
are nurtured and developed by designated Key 
Account Managers (KAMs). In 2009, new KAMs 
were appointed to serve major customers whose 
decision-making centers are located in China, 
India, Brazil and South Korea. 
In the case of very large-scale projects, Business 
Development Managers are charged with 
scoping and coordinating the Group’s offering. 

2009 saw the introduction of a single,  
multi-lingual platform to serve all of  
nexans’ sales forces. the platform’s roughly  
15 staff members are well acquainted with  
the Group’s offering and capacities in different 
geographical regions. their role is to help  
sales teams to respond effectively to tenders  
with the right products and solutions.
In 2009, satisfaction surveys were carried 
out concerning key account customers in 
general and more specifically in Germany 
and Switzerland. the findings for Germany 
and Switzerland have permitted the rapid 
implementation of improvement measures in 
those countries. Deployment of the measures  
in the Group’s other geographical markets  
will be pursued gradually. 

Marketing departments have been established 
in several countries. In parallel, nexans has 
initiated an aggressive communications strategy 
spearheaded by several newly-launched, global 
brands for specific market segments. Such 
brands include FlAMeX® in the sphere of railway 
rolling stock, MOtIOnlInetM in the sphere of 
cabling solutions for automation systems and 
SHIplInKtM in the sphere of shipbuilding.

Faster and more targeted 
innovation  

nexans’ R&D function is the largest in the cable 
industry, with 450 employees and bases on four 
continents. 
the work of the nexans Research Center (nRC) 
and the Study Center dedicated to metallurgy, 
the nexans Metallurgy Center (nMC),  
is focused on cable base components like 
sheaths, insulation materials and metals. 
Developments are handled by ten competence 
centers specialized in a particular product or 
technology. the centers are located in europe, 
the united States, Australia and South Korea. 
the South Korean center, opened at end-2008, 
gained momentum rapidly in 2009. 
three application centers dedicated to industrial 
automation systems, materials handling and 
local area networks (lAns) test and compare 
cables under actual-use conditions, thereby 
developing ongoing technical relations with  
the Group’s customers. 
Modeling and digital simulation are used 
extensively to speed up the development 
process. to improve the interaction between 
R&D teams and Sales and Marketing staff, 

Simple, practical and effective products
Users want cables that are easy to handle. With an N’Roll cable dispenser, replacing a circlet takes less 
than one minute. In Norway, our teams have come up with the Bøtta ‘bucket’, whose form prevents cable 
entanglement and amplifies cable storage capacity. The disposable Nbox is perfect for minor repairs, 
simplifying and speeding up the installation of building sector cables. The Visibox boasts a range of 
attractive features: transparent casing, carry handle, cable guide and stop mechanisms, cable length 
display, stackability for easy storage, seven flexible wire options and 14 colors to choose from! 

Winning major projects: the keys to success
Major international customers appreciate Nexans’ distinctive advantages such as the very large range 
of cables offered, compliance with all standards in force worldwide, the ability to allocate several plants 
to a single project and an optimized logistics organization. To capitalize on these advantages, Nexans 
strengthened its team of Business Development Managers in 2009. The role of the Group’s Business 
Development Managers is to identify suitable projects as early as possible and to spearhead cooperation 
between Nexans’ central and local resources.

R&D expenditure 
(in millions of euros)

090807

6464
60.2
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Corporate technical Managers (CtMs) have 
been designated for each of nexans’ three  
main markets – energy Infrastructure, Industry 
and Building. the CtMs enable nexans to 
provide broader offerings, align its programs 
with customers’ changing needs, enter into  
joint development projects and accelerate  
the cross-fertilization of innovation between 
market segments. 

From products to solutions

nexans is the front runner in leading-edge 
technologies such as superconductivity.  
the Group has participated in the european 
Superconducting Coated Conductor Cable 
(Super 3C) project, which culminated in 
a successful test phase in March 2009. 
Superconducting cables carry five times  
more electricity on an equivalent length basis,  
without any power loss in lines. the new cabling 
systems provide the opportunity to improve 
performance in terms of reliability, safety and 
operational continuity. umbilical cables, for 
example, are equipped with sensors which detect 
even the smallest malfunction and immediately 
alert the control center. nexans further offers 
monitoring and control solutions for other 
critical applications such as data centers and 
energy infrastructure. In 2009, the Group 
developed pioneering cabling solutions for 
sensors which monitor areas at risk of landslides.

Customers demand increasingly holistic solutions 
embracing installation optimization, operational 
reliability improvements and performance 
enhancement. In response, nexans has continued 
to develop comprehensive offerings to meet 
customers’ emerging needs. In energy production 
and transport, for example, the Group has 
widened its lead in key areas like high-voltage, 
offshore and renewable energies. 2009 also 
saw additions to the WInDlInK® solutions 
range for wind turbines and the eneRGYFleX® 

range for solar panels. In the sphere of 
telecommunications, nexans’ advanced copper 
and optical fiber solutions for very high-speed 
and critical applications have helped to usher  
in the 40 Gbit era.
this innovation has not been exclusively 
technology-focused; it has also extended to 
practical considerations. packaging, for example, 
is as important as the product itself when it comes  
to facilitating customers’ work. the n’Roll cable 
dispenser, the Bøtta bucket, the disposable nbox,  
the lift & GotM handle and the transparent 
Visibox all testify to the ingenuity that reigns  
at nexans.

Unerring focus on value

Satisfying customer requirements means first and 
foremost delivering orders in full, on time and 
with no mistakes. the Group is constantly refining 
processes throughout the supply chain to improve 
its service rate and reduce inventories, and 
thereby lower its working capital requirement. 
to this end, supply chain managers have been 
tasked with coordinating the manufacturing 
schedule, overseeing inventory levels, and 
monitoring dispatches.
More generally, nexans is introducing new, 
scalable services to heighten its differentiation 
in the marketplace and sustain customer 
loyalty. Such services include management of 
consignment inventories, shared management  
of cable inventories held by customer-distributors, 
grouped deliveries, just-in-time supply chain 
management, cutting of cables to specified 
lengths, ready-to-install deliveries, tailor-made 
connection accessories and round-the-clock 
technical assistance. Six projects concerning these 
spheres were launched during 2009 with the aim 
of perfecting the associated business models and 
establishing service standards. nexans thus hopes 
to be able to replicate the services more easily  
in all countries where there is untapped potential.

Just-in-time, ready-to-install 
deliveries: doubly appreciated 
product tailoring
Nexans’ just-in-time and ready-to-install offerings combine 
customer service, waste minimization and added value. Cables 
are delivered when and where they are to be installed, pre-cut to 
the lengths specified by the customer. The benefits to customers 
include reduced inventory in the supply chain, less scrap 
resulting from cable length adjustments during installation and 
improved product availability. This service, initially developed 
for South Korea-based shipyards, is now offered to a much 
broader customer base.
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More efficient 
operations

Nexans launched its industrial excellence program worldwide 
in mid-2009 with ambitious objectives in terms of workplace 
safety, cost and inventory reduction, and customer service quality. 
At end-2009, 25 plants had signed up to the program, which is 
to be deployed gradually at other sites. Nexans Excellence Way is 
to be applied at all of the Group’s plants by the end of 2012.

“Nexans Excellence Way encourages employees to seek 
opportunities to raise the bar. Work content becomes  
more interesting. We enhance our competitiveness  
and attractiveness, including as an employer.”
John Gibson, Senior Vice President Operations and Technology, North America

A program designed  
by Nexans for Nexans

nexans excellence Way draws on lean manufacturing  
best practices and on the group-wide deployment  
of the processes tested at six pilot sites in Germany,  

Australia, Belgium, the united States, France 
and turkey. three priority objectives have been 
set: divide the workplace accident frequency 
rate in half, a 10% reduction in inventory levels 
annually and a 0.5% reduction in raw materials 
consumption annually.
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Business travel  
and carbon offsetting  
Since January 2010, Nexans has acted to offset the entire 
CO2 emissions resulting from its employees’ business travel 
(roughly 60 million km per year in total, resulting in close 
to 7,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions). The Group has chosen 
the Uchindile-Mapanda reforestation project in Tanzania for 
this purpose. The project is the first reforestation project to 
obtain validation from the VCS (Voluntary Carbon Standard) 
international association, which guarantees the traceability 
of carbon credits from origin. To preserve local biodiversity, 
nearly 18,000 hectares of degraded land in total are to be 
reforested with pine and eucalyptus trees and threatened 
local species. In all, 10% of the project proceeds will go 
to local communities, with 200 jobs and 200 km of roads 
created. Over time, local villagers will also be provided with 
wells, schools and clinics.

More responsiveness  
and less capital tied up
One key theme concerning relations with 
suppliers was the management of procurement 
and inventories through partnerships with several 
major suppliers with the aim of reducing working 
capital requirement for both parties. Suppliers 
(for example, Alcoa in the case of aluminum) 
are advised daily of inventory levels, the pace of 
production and projected sales, and are thus able 
to organize procurement themselves and optimize 
their own production schedules. 

the five pillars of nexans excellence Way are: 
•  the 5S (sort, set in order, shine, standardize 

and sustain);
•  the elimination of all forms of waste, from 

overproduction to excess inventories, including 
unnecessary consumption and transport;

•  the systematic application of standards 
established on a worldwide scale or at  
the level of the work team; 

•  visual cues to permit the swift implementation 
of corrective measures in the event of problems; 

•  and, above all, strong employee commitment, 
coupled with an emphasis on training. plant 
workers and their managers are encouraged 
to discuss problems encountered and rapidly 
address the related causes. 

to monitor its operational performance, each 
plant uses a standardized set of key indicators. 
each of the ten indicators is analyzed at one-
month intervals relative to the targeted progress 
for the year.
In the case of major investments and technology 
transfers, a project management methodology 
is rigorously observed. this process fosters 
collaboration between all participants (technical 
and production teams, safety specialists,  
the purchasing function, equipment suppliers 
and so forth) to ensure the achievement of 
project objectives in terms of workplace safety, 
quality, productivity, costs and time frame.

nexans encourages networking aimed  
at sharing experiences and best practices, 
spreading innovation and advocating 
continuous improvement. to this end, specialist 
Clubs by technology or business line, Business 
Clubs by market segment and theme days are 
promoted via intranet-based collaborative 
platforms and dedicated media.

the 2009 Industrial Days brought together 120 
plant managers and production managers from 
30 countries for three days in Chantilly, France, 
to share their experiences and discuss progress 
objectives.

Workplace safety as the number 
one priority 

the workplace accident rate is one of  
the monthly key indicators used at each plant.  
A progress plan has been crafted for the Group 
for the 2009-2011 period. Measures based  
on best practices are being deployed across  
all countries. 
All corporate functions are involved in  
the process. A Group Health & Safety Officer 
has been appointed to coordinate all cross-
functional initiatives and manage information 
feedback, notably via intranet-based exchanges. 
A team of managers and specialists representing 
each geographical region, the Safety expert 
team, is tasked with defining common safety 
rules and designing the related group-wide 
training programs.
Standards have been disseminated to prevent 
the most serious risks, for example, those related 
to electrical testing and the use of fork-lift 
trucks. All critical accidents must be reported 
to the Group within 24 hours and give rise to 
the relaying of a One point lesson (Opl) at all 
plants. the Opl provides clear, simple steps on 
how to prevent accident recurrence. Related 
information is displayed on the workstations 
concerned.
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Workplace Safety Days involving top 
management are organized at each site  
to heighten all employees’ risk awareness.  
every year, Safety awards are given to three 
plants in recognition of the quality of their 
results, progress achieved and the initiative 
shown by their teams. the effectiveness of these 
measures is reflected in the 44% year-on-year 
drop in the work accident rate in 2009.

Inventory reduction  
and service improvement

nexans’ IRIS (Inventory Reduction and Improved 
Service) program is underpinned by an in-house 
methodology. Instruction in the methodology  
has been provided in all geographical regions, 
with 120 employees trained in 2009.
Special emphasis has been placed on increasing 
the flexibility of the manufacturing base through 
SMeD (Single Minute exchange of Die).  
this lean manufacturing technique makes it  
possible to switch from one product type to  
another more rapidly thanks to the standardization  
of work procedures. production can thus be 
more closely aligned with demand and customer 
orders filled without any increase in inventories.
the average inventory coverage rate for 2009  
fell by 10.2% relative to 2008 based on  
a comparable scope of consolidation.  
the customer service rate climbed from 84.8% 
in 2008 to 88.9% in 2009.
teams also concentrated on optimizing trade 
receivables and payables. progress on this 
front, coupled with that achieved in the sphere 
of inventory management, resulted in a steep 
reduction in working capital requirement. 

As concerns the consumption of raw materials, 
potential commodity savings compatible with 
specifications under the tMC (theoretical 
Minimum Cost) method were assessed at each 
site. the Group has set itself the objective 

of reducing raw materials consumption by 
0.5% annually. Action plans, combined with 
training courses on cutting waste and excessive 
consumption, have been initiated across  
the Group’s entire geographical base to ensure 
that prospective savings are realized.

Purchasing measures

purchases represent the equivalent of some 80% 
of nexans’ sales and as such offer considerable 
opportunities for savings, innovation and 
productivity enhancement that the Group is 
determined to exploit to maximum effect.
In 2009, major equipment, services and supply 
contracts were reviewed and adjusted in line 
with new market conditions. nexans also pared 
its supplier base in some segments and secured 
improved terms from the suppliers retained. 
the application of purchasing best practices 
helped to improve the hedging rate for the 
entire purchasing portfolio. new cost reduction 
measures were initiated, notably concerning 
the recovery and recycling of wooden and 
metal drums, the optimization of transport 
organization, advisory services and, not least  
of all, business travel, for which the average  
cost was cut by more than 20%. 
2009 also witnessed the integration of the new 
South America-based operations into nexans’ 
purchasing organization. Steps have been taken 
to encourage synergies, the implementation  
of best practices and the introduction  
of new suppliers.
technology monitoring and constant attention 
to supplier innovations aid the qualification 
of equipment and materials that are often 
less costly and give increasingly superior 
performance. Cooperation with suppliers, 
such as the shared management of supply 
inventories, is also used to enhance purchasing 
productivity.
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Safety awards
In 2009, three plants won safety awards for their commitment and achievements in the sphere of workplace 
safety. The Langhus plant in Norway, which had no accidents involving sick leave in 2008, won the prize 
for outstanding results. The Elouges plant in Belgium, which halved the incidence of accidents involving sick 
leave on its premises, won the prize for outstanding improvements. The New Holland plant in the United 
States won the prize for outstanding initiatives in recognition of its teams’ commitment and creativity. 

Infrastructure Expert Club: high-voltage progress 
Forty-five of Nexans’ top industrial and technical experts in medium- and high-voltage operations from 
14 countries came together for two days to discuss the strategic priorities for the Energy Infrastructure 
business. Topics covered included competitiveness and reduction in materials consumption, the sharing 
of production capacities, industrial innovations and best practices, and the development of new products 
and technologies. 
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More respect 
for the  
environment

Nexans has instituted continuous improvement programs 
to limit the impact of its operations and products on the 
environment. 
The Group works alongside customers to provide solutions that 
enhance the safety of both people and equipment, achieve energy 
savings, facilitate the use of renewable energies and safeguard 
both landscapes and marine life. 

“We need to consume less, produce better and reduce 
the impact of our activities on the environment.  
These imperatives foster innovation and efficiency, 
which ultimately strengthens our competitiveness.”  
Antoine Caillault, Nexans Group Industrial Director 
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Reduction of impact throughout 
the life cycle

nexans strives to develop products that both meet  
customers’ needs and have a minimal impact  
on the environment throughout their life cycle. 
the Group is working successfully to lighten 
the cables used by modes of transport. It offers 
solutions to make electricity transport and 
distribution more reliable, mitigate power loss 
in lines and limit the amount of heat generated 
by equipment, which prevents energy loss 
and the use of energy in cooling. nexans has 
continued to optimize cable resistance in tough 
environments, for example, deep water, high 
pressure, extreme temperatures, corrosion,  
fire endurance and intense mechanical stress. 

R&D teams use life cycle assessment  
methodology (lCA) to select optimal solutions. 
eIMe (environmental Information and 
Management explorer) software aids eco-friendly  
design by comparing the impacts of each option.  
the recoverability of end-of-life cables is helped 
by the use of non-polluting, highly recyclable 
materials for sheaths and connection accessories 
and by the marking and easy separation  
of components.
the Group complies rigorously with RoHS and 
ReACH regulations governing the registration 
and elimination of hazardous substances. 
nexans also has a comprehensive database to 
help employees answer customers’ questions 
and assist customers with their own compliance 
procedures.

Better production and distribution

the reduction of raw materials consumption 
is one of nexans’ three industrial priorities. 
the Group is committed to limiting excessive 
consumption and reducing manufacturing  
waste through a design-to-cost approach 
backed by improved production processes.  
the design-to-cost approach combines 
marketing, development and scalable 
manufacturing techniques to fine-tune cable 
performance, optimize cable composition and 
thereby reduce raw material usage, without 
negatively impacting performance for customers. 
At the supply end, the delivery of ready-to-install 
cables helps to reduce the amount of scrap.
the Group has also set up an energy efficiency 

program covering utilities and processes. 
In the case of buildings, measurement 
campaigns and energy consumption audits are 
performed. Such measures enable users to verify 
that networks are functioning properly, to adjust 
contracts as necessary, and to switch to more 
efficient lighting, heating and air conditioning 
systems. Awareness-raising and training programs  
are also provided at the individual level.
On the logistics front, measures include 
optimized truck-loading, the mitigation of 
last-minute deliveries, the use of river transport 
(when possible) and cable drum management.  
In the case of processes, an energy-efficiency 
baseline is defined for each piece of equipment 
in order to identify best practices for group-wide 
implementation.

DATAGREEN®: a featherweight data cable
The Datagreen® cable is 25% smaller, 50% lighter, even more robust and much quicker to install. These 
performance qualities are made possible by replacing pure copper by a copper alloy. The associated 
environmental impact is 50% lower than for a standard cable. DATAGREEN® uses a minimal electrical 
current to transmit signals and is as easy to recycle as copper cable. The product’s applications include 
industrial automation, electronics, automotive, railway rolling stock, shipbuilding and lighting.. 

India, Qatar and Russia: three sustainably designed plants
The Ouglich plant in Russia and the forthcoming plants in Vadodara, India and Mesaieed, Qatar have 
been designed to minimize the facilities’ environmental impact. Eco-friendly features include building 
insulation, water recycling throughout all installations, retention systems for hazardous liquids, an electricity 
consumption meter on each machine and green landscaping.

Greenhouse gases: Nexans assesses its carbon footprint  
Nexans has created a greenhouse gas (GHG) assessment model for its sites based on the carbon readings 
obtained at three pilot plants representing all of the Group’s operations. In 2009, Nexans assessed the 
direct and indirect GHG emissions resulting from its energy consumption, packaging usage and waste 
production. The scope of the methodology will be extended to freight-related emissions in 2010.
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An end-to-end recycling solution

In 2009, nexans recycled more than  
18,000 tonnes of cable manufacturing waste 
from its european and African facilities, as well 
as several thousand tonnes of end-of-life  
cables collected from customers. 
For 30 years, collection and recovery services 
were provided by a dedicated subsidiary, 
whose recycling resources were transferred 
to Recycable in 2008. Recycable is a joint 
venture with Sita, a Suez environnement group 
subsidiary, and offers extended recovery services 
embracing not only metal recycling, but also  
the recycling of cable sheath polymers. 
plastics are recycled into external cladding, 
sidewalk curbs and road cones. Recovered 
grinding powder is used to make packaging 
products. Recycable also supplies copper and 
aluminum filings to nexans. thanks to an 
exclusive continuous casting process operated 
at its plant in lens, France, nexans recovered 
nearly 10,000 tonnes of recycled copper  
waste as electrical wire in 2009.

Rigorous management  
and a demanding label 

nexans’ environmental policy is set out in a Risk 
Management Charter and includes a thorough 
assessment of industrial risks associated with the 
Group’s product and manufacturing processes;  
a continuous improvement program and employee  
training courses on environmental best practices.
the continuous performance improvement 
program for production plants is steered by 
the environment & products Committee, which 
comprises two members of the Management 
Committee, as well as members from the Industrial  
Management, technical, purchasing, legal,  
Risk Management and Marketing departments.

the environment & products Committee 
meets twice a year to examine and validate 
the proposals put forward by the Industrial 
Management Department with respect to  
the following year.
A Group environmental Manual sets out the 
performance targets, procedures and tools in 
place at each plant. Information is centralized 
on a dedicated intranet, which is used to 
exchange best practices.
As required by ISO 14001, the Group’s 
environmental management system provides 
close monitoring of site performances.  
the monitoring process uses an online,  
in-depth questionnaire and specialized audits.  
upon completion of the audits, the internal eHp 
(environnement Hautement protégé, Highly 
protected environment) label is awarded to sites 
that satisfy the criteria specific to the Group’s 
operations. Sites that do not meet the criteria 
are required to initiate corrective actions,  
which are included in the three-year plans  
for the plants.
At end-2009, the eHp label had been awarded 
to 60 sites or 63% of those audited. the objective  
is 70% by end-2010. At the 2009 year-end,  
the number of plants with ISO 14001 certification  
stood at 56, 18 more than at end-2008.

4.2 million euros invested in 2009

In 2009, nexans continued its analysis of historical  
soil surveys, initiated three years earlier, and 
completed the elimination of all of its pyralene 
(pCB) transformers, as planned. 
Investment programs mainly concerned soil  
protection, the management of water and hazardous  
liquids, the replacement of air compressors by 
modern, equipment that consumes less energy, 
and air and waste gas treatment. 

nB: Key environmental data is provided on page 66.

Responsible cable drum management
Nexans is committed to recovering the 70,000 wooden drums used to transport 
cables in France in order to avoid unnecessary accumulation. Customers just have 
to make a telephone call or send an e-mail using the details provided on each drum.  
On average, recovery occurs within two weeks of the notification date. Drum renewals 
are managed using ten SAP-enabled status indicators.

Certified cable drums 
The Group’s recent initiatives in the sphere of continuous improvement measures with 
strategic suppliers include a “win-win” program with three wooden drum providers 
to supply the Group’s European sites with PEFC*-label drums certified to be made of 
wood from sustainably managed forests. The program covers about 350,000 new 
drums annually in the European Union.

* Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification schemes.
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More  
employee 
commitment

Nexans is committed to recruiting and developing high-
quality employees and talented managers. Being a Nexans 
employee means adhering to a mindset exemplified by action, 
innovation and knowledge-sharing, and guided by ambitious 
objectives and strong ethics. 

“Crises provide an opportunity for top companies to deepen 
their lead, enhance their competitiveness and seize new 
opportunities. The talent and commitment of employees  
are essential to rising to these challenges.” 
Wolfgand Bedorf, Executive Vice President, Middle East, Russia and Africa

Shared skill sets

Customer and market focus, operational 
excellence, take responsibility, people leadership 
and global team player are the five primary skills 
required of nexans’ managers, from recruitment 
and throughout their career development.  

the expansion objectives set by the Group 
means that it needs people who are trained  
in its businesses and have experience in all of  
its areas of operations. to this end, the Group 
has deployed a managerial skills model, 
together with a skills model for each business,  
on an international scale. the models form  
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the centerpiece of the Group’s human resources 
processes (recruitment, career development, 
performance management and training). 
each function model (Sales and Marketing, 
purchasing, Research and Development, 
production and Maintenance, logistics, 
Communications, etc.) is tested and evaluated 
at several pilot sites before being deployed by 
management across countries. Human resources 
teams are trained in the use of the models.
training enables employees to enhance  
their skills and reach the level of performance 
required to make a meaningful contribution  
to the implementation of the Group’s strategy.  
In 2009, a large number of employees received 
training and nexans university confirmed  
its academic vigor to a student body of  
4,000 employees in 39 countries.

Attracting and retaining talent

In 2009, nexans hired 1,107 new employees, 
of which 57% under the age of 30. With an eye  
to its worldwide development, the Group 
emphasizes the recruitment of young graduates  
suited to working in an international environment. 
nexans has a culture of internal promotions and 
of encouraging mobility. Internal and external 
job offers are posted on a new online bulletin 
board called “Job Way”. this application has 
been available in France, Germany, Switzerland 
and norway since 2009 and will be rolled out 
group-wide during 2010.
Close attention is paid to the integration of newly  
acquired companies’ employees and to career 
management for expatriates, with tailored training  
programs provided in both cases. 

A mobility charter ensures equal treatment 
among all Group expatriates, whatever their 
country of origin.
“talent reviews” are used to identify key talent 
and high-potential employees, with results 
shared between Group entities. Forward skills 
and career planning is guided by a group-level 
Careers Committee, which meets on a monthly 
basis to discuss mobility opportunities and 
succession planning. Since June 2009, similar 
committees have been formed in each country 
where nexans is present. 
nexans seeks to reflect the diversity of  
the communities in which it operates in its 
employee base. the Group actively promotes 
equal opportunity in terms of pay, access to 

training and career development. In France, 
thanks to the work of the Diversity Monitoring 
Bureau, it is possible to prepare a report on 
the comparative situation of men and women 
in each of the Group’s companies. this report 
frames the annual debate with employee 
representative bodies concerning objectives and 
measures to be taken in the sphere of workforce 
equality. 2009 saw the start of an in-depth 
idea-sharing process concerning employment 
content for over-50s, who represent one-quarter 
of nexans’ employee base. Collaboration with 
nexans university, the mentoring of young 
recruits and project supervision have been 
identified as areas enriching for both the Group 
and its senior employees.

Nexans University  
spreads its wings
As a center of learning at the Group’s service, 
Nexans University plays an instrumental role in 
knowledge transfer, the sharing of best practices, 
the promotion of a common culture in all spheres 
critical to the Group’s success and the unlocking 
of employee potential. 
In-house experts are identified for each major 
Group function and about 100 instructors are 
trained to transmit their knowledge to employees 
in 39 countries. In its second full academic year 
of existence, the university offered a range of  
50 training courses (100 sessions a year) designed 
by Nexans for Nexans and some 20 e-learning 
modules. Nexans University has already enrolled 
over 4,000 employees and provides more than 
20,000 hours of training a year.

Worldwide ethics 
awareness-raising  
The Business Ethics and Conduct 
Code was updated in 2008 and 
was presented in 2009 to the 
Management Committees of 
all countries, as well as to the 
Group’s corporate departments. 
A special effort was made to 
foster awareness among sales 
and purchasing teams. The 
Code has been translated into 
16 languages and may be 
consulted on the Group and 
country intranets. All new Group 
employees receive a copy.
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Rewarding performance

An attractive, coherent compensation policy  
is key to building employee commitment.  
this is especially true of emerging countries, 
where employee loyalty is particularly vital. 
nexans has established such a policy in a spirit 
of transparency and fairness, while taking  
into account local conditions. 
Managers’ compensation comprises a fixed  
portion and a variable portion and is 
conditioned by objectives determined at 
the beginning of the year. these objectives 
are linked partly to the Group’s or local 
entities’ performance and partly to individual 
performance. the sales teams receive incentive 
bonuses and a bonus tied to their entity’s results. 
there is also a group-wide incentive scheme for 
managers based on the attainment of objectives 
under the three-year strategic plan.
nearly all Group companies in France have 
signed agreements concerning profit-sharing  
or incentive bonuses. 

Employee share ownership

As part of its aim to encourage employee share 
ownership, nexans launches a stock option plan 
for managers every year and regularly offers 
global employee share ownership plans.  
the latest of such plans, “Act 2008”, was offered 
in 27 countries. 
A new plan covering 25 countries is to be 
introduced in 2010.

Open labor relations and 
responsible management

nexans enjoys a good working relationship  
with employee representative bodies, thanks to 
a shared willingness to communicate, exchange 
and negotiate. In 2009, more than 55 collective 
agreements were signed in 13 countries.  
the Group’s european Works Council, newco, 
represents eight countries in all. During the 
year, newco met once at committee level and 
twice in plenary session. Discussions focused 
on the Group’s strategic direction and requisite 
adjustments in line with demand. 
Faced with weakness across its markets,  
nexans was forced to realign production.  
plant managers gathered all available resources  
to limit the impact of the adjustment measures. 
A number of reorganizational changes were 
made in north America and europe, with about 
1,300 employees affected during 2009. 
When carrying out reorganizations, nexans 
proposes solutions within the Group to each 
employee concerned or provides personalized 
assistance when an external solution is preferable  
or cannot be avoided. Such assistance embraces 
help with finding a job or appropriate training, 
individual follow-up, financial compensation 
and so forth. In addition to exploring all 
solutions, the Group has a general policy of 
anticipating in-house employment requirements 
in order to enable employees to adapt or renew 
their skill sets.

nB: Key human resources data is provided on page 67.

22,716 employees in 2009

North America: 7.3%

South America: 9.7%

Middle East, Russia and Africa: 9.5%

Asia-Pacific: 10.7%

Europe: 62.8%
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More  
solidarity

Nexans is keen to make a positive contribution to the 
countries and communities in which it operates. To do so,  
the Group places its skills and products at the service of the 
common good by creating wealth and jobs and by encouraging 
solidarity with its host communities. 

“Solidarity benefits both givers and receivers.” 
Jacques Villemur, Senior Corporate Vice President Human Resources
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Nexans renovates  
the Versailles Palace

the Château de Versailles palace has been 
listed as a uneSCO World Heritage Site since 
1979 and is one of the world’s most visited 
monuments. the “Great Versailles” project, 
initiated in 2003, aims to restore the palace 
and its grounds to their original state. the work 
is targeted at preserving a site of exceptional 
historical value and ensuring the safety of  
the 7 million visitors who visit the palace  
and its estate each year. 

nexans is sponsoring the renovation of the 
technical networks that serve the palace and its 
estate. the related program of work, covering 
the 2007-2011 period, concerns in particular 
the renovation of the electrical networks  
of the main palace, the Royal Opera house  
and the trianon palace.
Drawing on its expertise in building sector cables 
and safety, nexans is donating the cables used 
for renovation purposes (low- and medium-
voltage power cables, as well as optical fiber 
telecommunication and data transmission 
cables). the cables are produced by the Autun, 
Bourg-en-Bresse, Fumay and lyon plants. 
nexans has selected its AlSeCuRe® range of 
products to cover much of the project-related 
requirements. AlSeCuRe® cables enable safety 
systems to continue to function in the event 
of fire. In addition, they emit very little smoke 
and no toxic gases that could pose a threat to 
human health or to the art collections. 

A new Louvre museum in Lens

the louvre museum has been at the service of 
the entire French nation since 1793. the new,  

“outside of the city” louvre museum in lens, 
at the heart of the former nord-pas-de-Calais 
mining area, will continue and refresh this tradition.  
this major cultural site will be a driving force 
for regional socio-economic development. 
Construction is scheduled to begin in 2010  
and the museum should open its doors in 2012.

nexans has entered into a sponsoring 
arrangement with the louvre museum and  
the nord-pas-de-Calais regional council.  
the Group will contribute its expertise and 
donate the power and communication cables 
that will serve the pioneering museum’s  
28,000 m² building and 22 hectares of 
grounds. the museum’s resolutely contemporary 
architecture will present the louvre museum’s 
collections in a different light. Visitors will also 
be able to discover the work of all those who 
contribute to preserving the glory of the nation’s 
artistic heritage.

Responding locally to local needs

nexans’ local managers worldwide are 
best placed to take solidarity action in line 
with the situations and expectations of the 
communities in which they operate. Measures 
are implemented in partnership with competent 
organizations and associations.
the various initiatives supported encompass 
education, training, sports and assistance to 
underprivileged children and the needy.
nexans also participates in awareness-raising 
programs concerning the efficient use of 
electricity and energy conservation.
the Group and its employees further provide 
emergency aid to the victims of natural disasters 
and help local governments to restore power 
and telecommunications networks.

Olex encourages  
vocational training 
Since 2007, Olex, Nexans’ Australia-based 
subsidiary, has supported the Fresh SpiritWest 
program, which encourages and helps 
underprivileged pupils to continue their schooling. 
In addition to providing financial assistance, plant 
tours and work placements, Olex has developed 
the ten-week Olex Vocational Education Program: 
one day per week and for two hours per day, Olex’s 
employees impart their professional knowledge to 
schoolchildren through workshops. The aim is to 
develop pupils’ awareness of the working world 
and to give them confidence in their abilities.
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Helping underprivileged children

nexans’ teams in several countries are actively 
involved in helping children.
In Brazil, specialized equipment has been 
donated to the neonatal intensive care unit  
at the Santa Casa de lorena hospital to help  
to lower the infant mortality rate, which is one  
of the highest in the region. Furthermore,  
in Greece, nexans supports the “the smile of  
a child” charity, which is dedicated to protecting 
children, defending children’s rights, combating 
sexual abuse and finding children who have 
disappeared by drawing on new information  
and communication technologies.

Supporting education and training 

Many Group sites donate materials and provide 
courses and work placements to support 
educational establishments that specialize in 
the electrical professions, in addition to helping 
young people to learn about the business world.
In Morocco and South Korea, the Group’s 
entities help orphans to continue their schooling 
by providing scholarships and donating school 
supplies. In turkey, nexans provides assistance 
to the unICeF program for the education  
of girls. In Australia, the Olex subsidiary  
– in partnership with several associations – 
actively supports the education and training of 
disadvantaged young people through tutoring 
and scholarships.

Teaching people  
to use electricity wisely

In many emerging countries, nexans’ anti-robbery  
cables have come to the rescue of electrification 
projects in underprivileged areas plagued by 
electricity theft. In São paulo, Brazil, the Group 
has helped to provide power links on a voluntary 

basis for 400 businesses and 3,800 homes, 
and to raise awareness in the favelas (slums) 
concerning the advantages of safe, legally 
supplied electricity.
In turkey, nexans has supported an information 
campaign regarding the efficient use of 
electricity for the benefit of primary school pupils 
and homemakers.

Nexans’ German subsidiary 
has provided cables for the 
construction of a solar power 
station to the Magbenteh hospital 
in Makeni, Sierra Leone.
Sierra Leone, one of Africa’s poorest countries, was 
ravaged by a civil war for 11 years and is now undergoing 
reconstruction under the supervision of the United Nations’ 
peace-keeping forces.
Owing to the destruction of all infrastructure networks and 
to the absence of a public energy supplier, the Magbenteh 
hospital had electricity for only three hours during the day 
and no electricity at all at night.
The hospital’s artificial respirators were powered solely by a 
small back-up generator and torches were used to provide 
lighting during births. Since August 2009, the new solar power 
station has supplied the hospital with the energy required to 
keep buildings and equipment in proper working order.
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Additional 
information
The Group’s results reflect the solidity of its business model  
and its capacity to weather times of crisis. Despite a sales decline 
double that anticipated at the beginning of 2009, Nexans achieved 
its 6% operating margin objective. The Group has improved its 
cost structure and reduced its working capital requirement and 
debt. Progress has also been made with respect to safety in the 
workplace and environmental protection. In 2009, the accident 
frequency rate fell 44% based on a comparable Group structure 
relative to the average reading for 2008 and 60 additional sites 
were EHP-certified (Environnement Hautement Protégé, Highly 
Protected Environment). 
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2009 results  
by business*

Positions

As the leading global manufacturer of power cables, 
nexans holds excellent positions in energy infrastructure 
markets in europe, north and South America and 
Australasia. the Group is the world’s leading supplier 
of umbilical and submarine cables for the shipbuilding, 
railway rolling stock and petrochemicals industries. 

2009 performance

Sales posted by the power cables business declined  
12.7% on a like-for-like basis to 3,381 million euros.
Operating margin fell 43% to 229 million euros, 
corresponding to 6.8% of sales (2008: 10.2%).

Energy Infrastructure 

Sales decreased 8.8% on a like-for-like basis relative to 
2008, a year marked by robust growth. this performance 
testifies to the resilience of the activities concerned in a time 
of crisis. Operating margin came in at 10% (2008: 11.7%).

Industry

Sales dropped 18.7% over the full year. the impact of the 
economic crisis started to feed through in late 2008 and 
worsened during the first half of 2009 for markets with short 
investment cycles. In contrast, transport-related activities 
(i.e. the shipbuilding, railway and aeronautical segments) 
held firm. the sharp drop in business volumes led the Group  
to launch a number of cost-cutting plans in 2009, especially  
in europe. Operating margin was 0.7% (2008: 7%).

Building

Sales fell 26.4%, reflecting the steep decline in market 
demand during the year. the emphasis placed on profitability,  
sometimes at the expense of volumes, delivered a  
5.3% operating margin (2008: 10.4%).

Trends 

•  In the building sector market, Nexans has continued 
to develop high-performing fire-resistant and flame 
retardant cables. In our main markets, we have crafted 
an offering tailored to increasingly stringent safety 
requirements.

•  Nexans’ main industrial markets are the transport and 
energy production markets. the Group offers advanced 
solutions for customers in the shipbuilding, aeronautics, 
automotive, railway rolling stock, oil and gas production, 
power station, wind farm and solar installation segments. 

•  Energy Infrastructure, representing more than 45% of 
cable sales, owing to requirements for more reliable 
networks, upgrades, expansion projects and power links.

High-voltage submarine cables represent a major growth 
driver, with a number of large-scale projects in progress 
and scheduled. energy needs are driving prospecting 
activity and the development of new gas and oil fields, 
especially offshore locations. At the same time, ecological 
imperatives are feeding demand for renewable energies. 
nexans has a technological edge in all of these areas and 
is in a position to propose effective solutions for the future.

* Sales and growth figures given in this section are based on a comparable 
Group structure and on constant non-ferrous metal prices. Operating 
margin data has been calculated on the basis of sales at constant  
non-ferrous metal prices.

85% of Group sales 90% of Group operating margin

Power cables 
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Positions

nexans’ telecom cables business is divided between 
local Area networks – lAns (45.6%) – and infrastructure 
networks (54.4%). nexans is extremely well-positioned in 
the lAn market in the united States. In the infrastructure 
market, the Group focuses on optical fiber networks for 
Fiber-to-the-Home (FttH) and very high-speed Fttx 
applications.

2009 performance 

Sales generated by the telecom cables business dropped 
18.4% on a like-for-like basis to 406 million euros.
Operating margin amounted to 23 million euros  
or 5.5% of sales (2008: 8.0%).

Local Area Networks (LANs)

Sales fell 23.1% in response to the steep decline  
in investments, especially as regards financial-sector data 
centers. Vigorous cost reduction and market demand 
stabilization during the second half of the year resulted  
in a 2.9% operating margin (2008: 10.6%).

Telecom Infrastructure 

Sales declined 11.2%, but nexans’ leadership positions in 
several niche markets for copper cables delivered improved 
profitability. Optical fiber cable operations, which have 
been partially transferred to the joint venture with Sumitomo 
electric Industries, performed well amid weak investments. 
Operating margin improved strongly to 8.7% (2008: 4.6%).

Trends 

nexans will continue to implement a selective expansion 
strategy geared toward high-performing solutions.
•  In the LAN market, we will focus on integrated 10 Gbit 

offerings – an area in which nexans is widely recognized 
as having a leading technological edge.

•  In the telecom infrastructure market, Nexans intends  
to strengthen its position in optical fiber networks.  
the association with Sumitomo electric Industries,  
a world leader in the sector, has enabled the Group 
to provide european operators with state-of-the-art 
technology solutions.

10% of Group sales 9.5% of Group operating margin

nexans produces wirerods, the cable industry’s core 
product in europe and north and South America. Most of 
nexans’ production is purchased by Group business units.

2009 performance

•  Sales generated by the Electrical Wires business contracted  
42.8% on a like-for-like basis to 216 million euros.

In europe, nexans has nearly completed the refocusing 
of the electrical Wires business on its own needs and is 
therefore gradually ceasing deliveries outside the Group. 
the restructuring plan announced at end-2009 will lead  
to the closure of the Chauny plant in France.

In Canada, Montreal-based casting operations are divided 
between the production of electrical wires for Group 
purposes (one-third) and processing services (two-thirds). 

In South America, the electrical wires business acquired 
from Madeco serves mainly peru and Chile.
•  Operating margin for Electrical Wires was 1 million 

euros, representing 0.5% of sales.

Trends 

In 2010, nexans will continue to refocus activities on meeting  
the Group’s own needs in europe and north America.

5% of Group sales Operating margin of 1 million euros

Telecom cables

Electrical Wires
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Consolidated  
statement  
of financial  
position
Assets
at December 31, in millions of euros 

2009
2008  

pro forma* 2007

Goodwill 335           308        192   

Other intangible assets 189           174        101   

property, plant and equipment 1,117        1,040        858   

Investments in associates 8               4           1   

Other non-current financial assets 42             35          28   

Deferred tax assets 57             92          48   

Other non-current assets 2               4   -

NON-CURRENT ASSETS 1,750       1,657    1,227   

Inventories and work in progress 803           922     1,158   
Amounts due from customers  
on construction contracts

215           195        163   

trade receivables 955        1,110     1,092   

Other current financial assets 162           320        125   

Current income tax receivables 15             26          11   

Other current non-financial assets 97             84          83   

Cash and cash equivalents 817           398        622   

Assets and groups of assets held for sale 1               1        150   

CURRENT ASSETS 3,065       3,056    3,403   

TOTAL ASSETS 4,815       4,713    4,630   

* taking into account the fair value adjustments made following the completion of the initial accounting for the Madeco  
and Intercond acquisitions. 
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Equity and liabilities
at December 31, in millions of euros 

2009
2008 

pro forma* 2007

Capital stock 28             28          26   

Additional paid-in capital 1,258        1,256     1,133   

Consolidated reserves 538           555        526   

Other components of equity 52 (260)        37   

Equity excluding minority interests 1,876       1,579    1,722   

Minority interests 42             39         36   

TOTAL EQUITY 1,918       1,618    1,758   

pension and other retirement benefit obligations 309           317        322   

Other long-term employee benefit obligations 12             13          15   

long-term provisions 49             43          25   

Convertible bonds 459           271        258   

Other long-term debt 359           389        353   

Deferred tax liabilities 109             70          85   

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 1,297       1,103    1,058   

Short-term provisions 120             65          72   

Short-term debt 140           274        301   

liabilities related to construction contracts** 174           111        138   

trade payables 845           908        866   

Other current financial liabilities 96           376        180   

Accrued payroll costs 168           160        133   

Current income tax payables 28             43          32   

Other current non-financial liabilities 29             54          47   

liabilities related to groups of assets held for sale 1               1          45   

CURRENT LIABILITIES 1,601       1,992    1,814   

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 4,815       4,713    4,630   

* taking into account the fair value adjustments made following the completion of the initial accounting for the Madeco  
and Intercond acquisitions. 

**Including advances received on construction contracts.
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Consolidated  
income  
statement

(in millions of euros) 2009
2008 

pro forma*** 2007
NET SALES 5,045  6,799 7,412 
Metal price effect* (1,019) (2,023) (2,591)
SALES AT CONSTANT METAL PRICES* 4,026  4,776 4,822 
Cost of sales (4,293) (5,846) (6,521)
Cost of sales at constant metal prices* (3,274) (3,823) (3,930)
GROSS PROFIT 752  953 892 
Administrative and selling expenses (447) (467) (423)
R&D costs (64) (63) (60)
OPERATING MARGIN* 241  423 409 
Core exposure effect** 18 (165) 20 
net asset impairment (21) (19) (21)
Changes in fair value of non-ferrous metal derivatives 16 (12) (36)
net gains on asset disposals 17   4 4 
Restructuring costs (119) (22) (14)
OPERATING INCOME 153  210 362 
Cost of debt (gross) (62) (66) (57)
Income from cash and cash equivalents 5  18 13 
Other financial expenses (45) (31) (37)
Share in net income of associates (0) (0) -
INCOME BEFORE TAXES 51  131 281 
Income taxes (39) (45) (84)
NET INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS 12  85 197 
net income from discontinued operations - - -
NET INCOME 12  85 197 
Attributable to owners of the parent 8  83 189 
Attributable to minority interests 4   2 7 
ATTRIBUTABLE NET INCOME FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS PER SHARE (IN EUROS)   
- basic earnings per share 0.29 3.21 7.41 
- diluted earnings per share 0.71 3.12 6.67 
ATTRIBUTABLE NET INCOME FROM DISCONTINUED OPERATIONS PER SHARE (IN EUROS)   
- basic earnings per share - - -
- diluted earnings per share - - -
NET INCOME PER SHARE ATTRIBUTABLE TO OWNERS OF THE PARENT (IN EUROS)   
- basic earnings per share 0.29 3.21 7.41 
- diluted earnings per share 0.71 3.12 6.67 

 * performance indicators used to measure the Group’s operating performance.
 **  effect relating to the revaluation of core exposure at weighted average cost. In 2009 this line also included a €37 million negative impact arising from  

a sharp reduction in the volume of core exposure during the year, following the steep falloff in business levels and the effect of the Group’s intensified efforts  
to reduce working capital requirement. the positive impact of these measures was included in operating margin.

 *** taking into account the fair value adjustments made following the completion of the initial accounting for the Madeco and Intercond acquisitions.
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Consolidated  
statement  
of cash flows

(in millions of euros) 2009
2008  

pro forma* 2007
net income attributable to owners of the parent 8 83 189 
Minority interests 4 2 7 
Depreciation, amortization and impairment of assets (including goodwill) 143 128 122 
Cost of debt (gross) 62 66 57 
Core exposure effect** (18) 165 (20)
Other restatements*** 59 6 118 
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATIONS BEFORE GROSS COST OF DEBT AND TAX**** 258 451 473 
Decrease (increase) in receivables 193 31 61 
Decrease (increase) in inventories 186 176 129 
Increase (decrease) in payables and accrued expenses (118) (59) (6)
Income tax paid (47) (62) (80)
Impairment of current assets and accrued contract costs (11) 4 (4)
NET CHANGE IN CURRENT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 203 90 100 
NET CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 461 541 573 
proceeds from disposals of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 8 16 7 
Capital expenditure (164) (172) (168)
Decrease (increase) in loans granted 181 (187) 2 

- of which margin calls on metal derivatives 140 (140) -
purchase of shares in consolidated companies, net of cash acquired (2) (311) (36)
proceeds from sale of shares in consolidated companies, net of cash transferred 9 19 48 
NET CASH GENERATED FROM (USED IN) INVESTING ACTIVITIES 32 (635) (147)
NET CHANGE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AFTER INVESTING ACTIVITIES 493 (94) 427 
pROCeeDS FROM (RepAYMent OF) lOnG-teRM BORROWInGS 138 22 344 

- of which proceeds from new borrowings 172 29 345 
- of which repayments (34) (7) (1)

pROCeeDS FROM (RepAYMent OF) SHORt-teRM BORROWInGS (164) 14 (409)
Cash capital increases (reductions) 39 (23) 7 
Interest paid (45) (54) (36)
Dividends paid (57) (52) (32)
NET CASH USED IN FINANCING ACTIVITIES (89) (93) (125)
net effect of currency translation differences 18 (19) 4 
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 422 (206) 306 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 388 594 287 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT YEAR-END 810 388 594 
Of which cash and cash equivalents recorded under assets 817 398 622 
Of which short-term bank loans and overdrafts recorded under liabilities (7) (10) (28)

 * taking into account the fair value adjustments made following the completion of the initial accounting for the Madeco and Intercond acquisitions.
 **  effect relating to the revaluation of core exposure at its weighted average cost, which has no cash impac.
 ***  Other restatements in 2009 included 39 million euros in relation to offsetting the income tax charge. In 2008, this item included (i) 45 million euros in relation 

to offsetting the Group’s income tax charge and (ii) a negative 28 million euros to eliminate the impact of changes in fair value of metal and foreign exchange 
derivatives. In 2007, this item included (i) 84 million euros in relation to offsetting the Group’s income tax charge and (ii) €54 million euros to eliminate  
the expense recorded in the income statement for changes in fair value of metal and foreign exchange derivatives.

 ****  the Group also uses the ”operating cash flow” concept which is calculated after adding back restructuring costs (44 million euros, 24 million euros  
and 22 million euros for 2009, 2008 and 2007 respectively), and deducting gross cost of debt and the current income tax charge.
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Environmental 
data

2009 2008 2007
Consumption    
energy consumption 1,407,000 MWh 1,657,900 MWh 1,715,000 MWh

electricity 794,000 MWh 890,000 MWh 913,000 MWh
fuel oil 85,500 MWh 87,900 MWh -
gas 516,100 MWh 680,000 MWh -

Water consumption 4,400,000 m³ 4,760,000 m³ 4,743,000 m³
Solvent consumption 810 t 940 t 740 t
Copper consumption 546,000 t 650,000 t 718,000 t
Aluminum consumption 139,000 t 138,000 t 154,000 t

Waste and emissions    
Waste in tonnes 91,910 t 103,800 t 93,500 t

special waste 6,360 t 6,730 t 6,200 t
Amount of recycled cable manufacturing waste (in tonnes) (1) 18,335 t 21,700 t 21,993 t
number of sites equipped with water recycling systems (2) 76 74 -
CO2 emissions (3) 541,000 t CO2 e - -

Management    
number of sites monitored 95 93 98
number of eHp-certified sites 60 52 50
number of ISO 14001-certified sites 56 38 37

Allocated funding (in thousands of euros)    
environmental expenditure 7,100 7,500 7,300
Capital expenditure 4,167 3,892 4,487
provisions for contingencies 5,260 4,956 7,304

(1) tonnes of waste processed by Recycable.
(2) Sites where at least 75% of machines are equipped with a water recycling system.
(3) Direct and indirect emissions of CO2 taken from the following reporting captions: Internal energy, packaging and Waste.
(-) Data not available.
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2009 2008 2007
Headcount   
total number of employees 22,716 23,480 21,898

- europe 14,277 14,575 15,184
- Asia-pacific 2,437 2,459 2,273
- north America 1,662 1,803 1,870
- South America 2,203 2,535 504
- Middle east, Russia and Africa 2,137 2,108 2,067

% female employees (1) 14.98 % 15.44% 15.43%
Average age (1) 42.1 years 42.1 years 41.3 years
Average length of service (1) 13 years 13 years 13 years
% temporary employees (1) 5% 6% 7%

employment data    
natural departures (1) (1,305) (1,388) (1,219)
Restructuring (1) (942) (174) (179)
new hires (1) 1,107 1,779 2,151
Impact of changes in Group structure (1) 19 1,816 (324)
transfers (1) (9) (1) -
employee turnover rate (1) (2) 6.50% 6.6% 6.3%
Overtime rate (1) (3) 5.5% 6.5% 5.0%
part-time contracts (1) 409 433 440
% fixed-term contracts (1) 6% 5% 8.0%

Diversity data    
% female managers (1) 18.90% 19.1% 18.8%
Disabled employees (1) 338 333 -

Health and safety    
Absenteeism rate (1) 4.13% 4.14% 4.07%
Workplace accident frequency rate (1) (4) 14.95 23.31 -
number of sites with a zero accident 36 28 11

training    
total number of training hours (1) 331,000 269,400 312,501

labor relations    
number of collective agreements signed across countries (1) > 55 > 60 > 70

(1) excluding the automotive cable harnesses business.
(2) employee turnover rate = number of natural departures excluding retirements/average number of employees X 100.
(3) Overtime rate = number of overtime hours worked/total number of hours worked X 100.
(4) Workplace accident frequency rate = total number of workplace accidents with more than 24 hours of lost time / total number of hours worked X 1,000,000.
(-) Data not available.

Human  
resources data
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Contact 

Investor Relations Department
Nexans 8, rue du Général Foy – 75008 Paris, France

• Tel.: +33 (0)1 73 23 84 56

• Fax: +33 (0)1 73 23 86 39

• Freephone (France only)

 
• E-mail: investor.relation@nexans.com

•  Our financial information is also available  
on Nexans’ website at: www.nexans.com

Shareholders’ calendar

• April 22, 2010: First-quarter 2010 financial information 

• May 25, 2010: Annual Shareholders’ Meeting

• June 2, 2010: Payment of the dividend

• July 28, 2010: 2010 half-year results 

Individual shareholders’ information meetings

• March 31, 2010: Bordeaux

• May 31, 2010: Biarritz

• December 2, 2010: Rennes

(1) These dates are subject to change.

For further information

If you wish to obtain the 2009 Registration Document,  
please contact:

Communications Department
Nexans 8, rue du Général Foy – 75008 Paris, France
• Tel.: +33 (0)1 73 23 84 00
• Fax: +33 (0)1 73 23 86 38
• E-mail: communication.financiere@nexans.com

The Registration Document is also available  
on Nexans’ website at www.nexans.com

Press contact 
• Tel.: +33 (0)1 73 23 84 12
• E-mail: communication.direction@nexans.com
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nexans, the world’s leading cable supplier, demonstrated 

the solidity of its business model and the resilience of 

its operations during 2009. We have enhanced our 

competitiveness and our financial structure. We have 

improved and enriched the services offered to our customers. 

We have successfully invested in innovation and strengthened 

our resources in emerging markets to benefit from regional 

growth over the long term. 2010 will be another year of 

challenges for all and we are confident in our capacity to 

take our business forward.

www.nexans.com


